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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation study, the problem of forming manufacturing cells is investigated with a focus on the cell formation methodology based on operation requirements and machine capability. Manufacturing economics, cell independence, withincell layout and machine utilization are incorporated into the methodology. First, the
formation of independent flow-line cells based on operation sequence is considered.
Algorithms for sequence constrained part family formation are developed. A shortest path model with node-augmentation and an implicit enumeration algorithm are
proposed to identify the optimal machine sequence and capacity, the result is compared with a greedy heuristic. Formation of general Group Technology (GT) cells
without sequence constraints is then investigated. Parts are grouped into families
according to the operation types required. A mathematical formulation is presented
for machine group selection problem. This integer model takes into account fixed
machine cost, variable production cost, setup cost, and intracell material handling
cost. For the problems with moderate size, the model can be solved to optimality
by a standard package such as Cplex. Heuristic procedures are also developed for
machine group selection problem, which can identify good feasible solutions more
efficiently. Finally, improvements on the methodology are made with an effort to

12
integrate the decisions regarding part grouping and machine selection. Experimental results are provided to compare the performance and computational efficiency of
different algorithms/heuristics. The effect of changing cost structure on the heuristic
performance is also investigated for the case without sequence constraints through
statistical experiment design. Future research is discussed at the conclusion of this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Cellular Manufacturing Systems

Worldwide competition among the manufacturing industries is growing in intensity. Customers are demanding more variety in product types, and more prompt
delivery of their orders as well as better product quality. Short leadtime, high flexibility, and low production cost become extremely crucial today for a manufacturing
company to meet market needs, keep or capture competitive edge, or just survive in
heavy competition. On the one hand, high volume, mass production lines have difficulty coping with frequent changes in product types and lose cost efficiency for small
or moderate batch sizes. On the other hand, job-shop type manufacturing usually
causes long lead times, high work-in-process inventories (WIP) and other operational
problems.
One effective solution to these problems is to apply Group Technology (GT) concepts [10] to the design and configuration of manufacturing systems, adopting what is
called cellular manufacturing strategy. In a cellular manufacturing system, parts
with similar process plans (or other characteristics) are grouped into families. A set
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(a) Process Layout

Part Family
1

2

(b) GT Cell (Flow-line)

Figure 1.1: Process Layout vs. GT cell Layout
of functionally dissimilar machines and a team of workers are placed together in a
cell, and dedicated to the production of one or more part families. The physical difference between traditional process layout and GT cell layout is shown in the Figure
1.1.
Cellular manufacturing has been widely implemented as a means for achieving the
cycle time and economic advantages of mass production flow-lines in environments
with moderate levels of product variety and production quantities. Substantial reductions in throughput time, work-in-process inventory, labor and setup cost, and
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improvements in product quality and employee satisfaction have been attributed to
the use of manufacturing cells [42]. Results of simulation studies have been less enthusiastic but have still indicated the advantages under appropriate conditions [34].
The implementation of cellular manufacturing also changes management orientation
to a more focused direction, and improves management efficiency through better
communication, simplified control, scheduling and planning.

1.2

Cell Formation Problem

To apply cellular manufacturing, parts have to be grouped into families according
to some similarity criteria, machines and workers have to be selected and assigned to
each cell, operational policies have to be determined to run the cell, and performance
evaluation has to be conducted for the system designed. In this process, cell formation
is the first, and most important stage. It focuses on the formation of part families
and the selection of machine groups associated with these families. Given the input
on part types, operation requirements, demands, machine/resource availabilities, and
related costs, there are four basic design problems in a cell formation process:
1. Identify part families according to Group Technology criteria.
2. Select best machine group and determine capacity requirement for each part
family.
3. Assign a team of qualified workers to each cell.
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4. Layout individual cells and determine the relative positions of cells.
Since the worker assignment problem is relatively independent of other issues
involved in cell formation, and layout has been widely studied by other authors, this
dissertation will concentrate on the first two problems outlined above.
It should be pointed out that cell formation is not a trivial problem. A lot of
decisions have to be made during this process. Each of these decisions may involve
multiple factors/variables, and the decisions are often interrelated and interact, or
even contradict each other. For a given set of parts, machines and operations, there
are numerous possible configurations of cells. In fact, most of the problems in the cell
formation process are combinatorial in nature, and require the use of optimization
techniques. As we will see later, they are among the class of hardest problems.
Numerous studies on cell formation have appeared in literature, and they will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter. The scope of this dissertation will focus on the
operation-requirement-based cell formation methodology, a new approach relative to
traditional routing-based techniques. It takes into account machine capability, demand requirement, cost and within-cell layout issues which are ignored by many past
studies. The cellular systems considered in this study are deterministic systems (de.'

mands are constant and known). Machines are assumed to be capable of performing
multiple operations, and each operation has a set of alternative machine options.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review

There have been numerous studies reported in the literature during the last decade
about cellular manufacturing and cell formation issues. For the interest of this dissertation, the studies are classified and reviewed according to (1) basic approaches; (2)
objectives involved in cell formation; and (3) cell layout issues. Solution approaches
are also discussed for different methodologies.

2.1

Basic approach: Routing-based Vs. Operation-based

Techniques for the formation of manufacturing cells have usually been based on
part routing information [26], [27]. The set of machines used by each part type is
assumed to be known and fixed (in other words, the process plan for each part has
been given). Part types are considered similar if they require the same machine
types. Ideally, similar parts should also be able to share tooling setups. One or more
families of similar parts are then grouped into cells along with the machines and
tooling needed to produce those parts. Production Flow Analysis (PFA, [11]) is used
as the basis for machines and parts grouping. A part-machine incidence matrix is
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usually partitioned to obtain a diagonal block structure, and cells are formed based
on the diagonal blocks created [4]. The ideal arrangement contains cells that are
capable of completely performing all operations on the part types assigned to the
cell. For the purpose of this study, an operation is defined as the smallest unit of
work which is normally assigned to a single machine. Thus, whereas an operation
may be a single cut with a single tool, it may also be multiple cutting actions with
the same tool or even multiple actions using multiple tools if these are normally done
in succession on the same machine.
King [26] developed a rank order clustering (ROC) method to generate diagonalized groupings of a part-machine matrix entries. The method reads rows and columns
as binary words, rearranges rows and columns in a iterative manner, and produces,
in a finite number of steps, a matrix in which both columns and rows are arranged
in order of decreasing value when read as binary words. King and Nakornchai [27]
modified the data structure and sorting scheme of ROC technique, and proposed
ROC2 method, which is more efficient for large problems, and includes a relaxation
procedure for dealing with bottleneck machines.
Routing-based techniques are simple to understand and implement. But since
these methods assume explicitly a fixed relationship between parts and machines,
they limit the consideration of alternative machine options for the operations required
by parts. This can restrict the flexibility of the system thus created, and result in
non-optimal machine groups [35]. In fact, most of these methods ignore demand
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requirements, routing flexibility and manufacturing economics. It is also common in
practice that process plans are subject to frequent changes, thus there is no routing
that is perfect and exists forever. This questions the accuracy of using a single fixed
routing in designing manufacturing cells.
With the hope of overcoming the drawbacks of routing-based methods, a new
approach, operation-based method, appeared in the literature starting in the late
19805.

It is not uncommon in reality that an operation can be performed on different

types of machines or a machine can perform more than one operation type. It is
desirable to have more flexibility in assigning parts to machines -

routing a part

that has multiple routing sequences is more robust to breakdowns and congestions
than a part which is only allowed a single fixed routing. Hence, utilizing multiple
routing information has become a major concern in the cell formation process. But
for the parts with multiple routings, it also becomes difficult to group machines based
on the similarities among these parts [39].
In developing a part routing, we first define a set of operations or basic processes
required to make the part [1] [25], rather than associate the part directly with a set
of machines. (see Figure 2.1).
Available machines are then selected based on their capabilities for performing the
required operations. Thus, a part type is only indirectly linked to machines through
operations. It is therefore more natural to identify the machine requirement based
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operationl t : ; : - - - - - + I mach. typel
operation2
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operationN I-------tmach. typeM

Figure 2.1: Part - Operation - Machine relation diagram
on the relationship between operations and machines. Routing flexibility and manufacturing economics are easily incorporated into cell formation in this way. What is
more, the multiple routing information can be utilized to identify the best or optimal
machine groups [40]. The existence of multiple routes for a part is because there exist
multiple machine options for its operations. It is more efficient to identify part families based on the operations rather than on machine sets [25]. The operation-based
approach also makes it much easier to incorporate cell layout considerations into the
cell formation [40]. By taking operation sequence into account, we can develop different models/algorithms for designing cells with different layout forms. A detailed
discussion regarding cell layout issues is given in section 2.3.

2.2

Objectives and Solution Approaches

There are many objectives involved in the cell formation process. One of the most
important objectives is Cell Independence, that is, producing all parts entirely
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within their assigned cell. Reasons why cell independence has been so important in
cell formation models have been identified in [40]. Material handling is simplified if
all parts in a family flow through a single cell. Inter-cell movement and its associated cost are minimized. In addition, managerial tasks such as scheduling, and the
principles of worker team building and quality assurance, support the importance
of cell independence. The quality of a cellular layout solution is generally measured
by a combination of the density of cells (proportion of machines used by each part
type assigned to a cell), and the sparsity of relationships between cells (number of
exceptional parts that must visit multiple cells). Grouping eflicieIJcy can be defined
as inner-cell utilization, intercell movements or a combination of both [24]. Precise
measures and comparisons of existing techniques are given by Ballakur and Steudel
[8], Chandrasekaran and Rajagopalan [12], Levent Kandiller [24].
There are many costs associated with a manufacturing cell configuration, such as
machine cost, variable production cost, material handling cost, etc. [3]. There are also
important trade-offs between these costs when designing a cell. An expensive machine
may have a low operational cost. Selecting the cheapest machine may not be a good
choice if several operations can share an expensive machine instead. Minimizing total
cost involved has been realized as an important objective in cell formation. Until
recently, the available methods did not directly consider manufacturing economics,
machine utilization or alternative process plans. Recently, a number of authors have
noted the importance of these costs and considerations when designing actual systems
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(see for instance Askin and Mitwasi [4], Askin and Subramanian [6], Ferreira-Ribeiro
and Pradin [16], Kang and Wemmerl5v [25], Kusiak [28], Rajamani et al.

[35],

Sankaran and Kasilingam [36], and Singh and Sushil [38]).
Mathematical programming formulations have been proposed that incorporate one
or more of these considerations into cell formation. Although there are many different
models proposed, some of these try to attack part grouping, operation assignment
and machine selection problems simultaneously for the general cell formation problem. Unfortunately, these integer programs tend to be intractable and only limited
work has appeared on actually solving these models for anything but very small test
cases. For instance, Kusiak [28] uses a p-median model to solve the cell formation
problem given the process plan for each part and a more general integer program to
select from a set of specified process plans. Sankaran and Kasilingam [36] require over
100 minutes on an IBM 4381 to solve an 8 part, 6 machine, 3 operation problem using
a nonlinear mixed integer programming formulation. Atmani, Lashkari and Caron [7]
solved a zero-one integer programming model for operation allocation and machine
grouping in cell formation. The maximum size of the problem solved (requiring 16
minutes CPU time) with their model is four part types, each with maximum three
process plansjoperatjons, and six machine types. Due to the computational difficulties of mathematical programming models, heuristic methods have been developed
and reported in the literature. Most of these are routing-based heuristics, and did
not consider alternative process plans or alternative machine options. Askin and
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Chiu [3] used a heuristic graph partitioning procedure to group machines into cells.
Intercell movement costs are incorporated into the heuristic. Heragu and Gupta [20]
developed a two stage procedure to determine machines (types and capacity) and assign parts/machines to cells based on predetermined routing information and a series
of refining steps. Kang and Wemmerlov [25] proposed a heuristic procedure which
incorporates demand requirements, alternative machines and capacity constraints. It
requires considerable user interaction, and only identifies a feasible solution.
More efficient models and solution procedures are needed for solving the cell design
problem with multiple process plans, cell independence, machine utilizations, and
fixed operation sequences.

2.3

Cell Layout Issues

One important consideration in cell formation is within-cell layout. Only a very
few papers have addressed this problem. Vakharia and Wemmerlov [40] pointed out
that within-cell layout should be integrated into the cell formation process, since the
material flow pattern affects cell performance significantly and it can be controlled
during the cell identification process. There are, in general, two types of cells in
terms of within-cell layout: GT flow-line cells, and general GT cells [5]. In a GT flowline cell, machines are located according to the composite operation sequence of the
corresponding part family. The material flow pattern is serial in a flow line. There are
some obvious advantages associated with flow-line cells, including reduced material
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handling, and simplified cell operation control. In a general GT cell, machines are
located arbitrarily but in close proximity. Parts can move from any machine to any
other machine in a general GT cell. Material flow becomes complicated, and so does
the ease of control over the system. Machine utilization, however, can be improved
for some part families under certain conditions, and the cell is also more flexible in
responding to changes in processing requirements.
Apparently, it is impossible to achieve the best performance in any cellular manufacturing system without consideration of within-cell layout in the cell formation
process. Within-cell layout should also be incorporated into the design objective of
cell formation.
To incorporate the cell layout consideration, one important factor to be taken
into account is the processing order of parts in a cell. If we want material flow in
a cell to follow a flow-line pattern, then we should use a flow-line layout within the
cell. In this case, the operation sequences of parts should be used as the criterion for
grouping parts, and as a constraint for machine selection/sequencing. Particularly,
since machines must be placed in a certain order in the cell, models/algorithms
for machine group selection should be able to determine not only which machine
types to use and their capacity requirements, but also the best machine sequence
corresponding to part families in the cell. There are few studies, however, addressing
the problem of simultaneously determining machine sequence and capacity for a cell
with flow-line layout.
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It is quite practical, on the other hand, to use a general Group Technology cell

when the material flow in a cell does not have to follow a flow-line pattern. The
processing order among the operations for a part family in a cell will not be important
in this situation, and can be relaxed from design consideration. Parts are considered
similar and should be grouped together if they require the same set of operation types.
For each part family thus formed, we then select the machine group that is capable
of performing all the operation types required by that part family. Since machines
can be placed arbitraryly in a cell, the task of choosing optimal machine group for
a cell with given operation requirements can be generalized as a general equipment
selection problem. That is, given the operational cost of each machine for different
operations, select the best machine set such that all demands will be satisfied and
total cost (Le., fixed machine cost, variable production cost) will be minimized.
Choobineh [14] considered a similar problem, and proposed a mixed integer model
to determine the machine groups and assignment of part families to the cells. Difficulties came from estimating the cost factors since this model assumed the knowledge
of production cost and setup cost for each part family in a particular cell configuration. Moreover, there was no discussion on the computational efficiency of the
model proposed. Elsayed and Kao [15] studied machine assignment in manufacturing cells, and developed a procedure to determine the number of machines for each
operation, the assignments of operations to cells, and the assignments of robots to
manufacturing cells such that total production cost is minimized. Part grouping and
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alternative machine type options were not considered (the authors assumed one part
type and a fixed routing plan). Logendran, Ramakrishna and Sriskandarajah [30]
proposed a tabu search-based heuristic for cell formation problem with alternative
process plans. The heuristic determines only the machine set (types and capacity)
for cellular system, and did not consider the assignment of parts and machines to
cells. Logendran has also proved that the cell formation problem with alternative
process plans is N P-hard in strong sense [29]. Bard and Feo [9] studied a general
equipment selection problem with alternative machine options and process demands
for the cases where the set of parts and operations is known. Variable production
costs were not explicitly considered since their model only minimize the processindependent machine cost. While their formulation remains NP hard, they proposed
a Branch and Bound algorithm that uses a set-covering heuristic to identify good upper bounds. Although only limited computational results are reported, their study
did indicate the possibility of efficiently solving this type of hard problem through
some conventional methods. Finally, Singh and Sushil [38] have used physical system
theory and mathematical programming to develop technology selection models for
multistage manufacturing systems. A complicated nonlinear model is proposed, and
only very limited computational cases are reported (3 operations, 7 machine types).
Further consideration of setup cost and intracell material handling cost will make
the machine group selection problem more complicated but also more practical, since
in many situations there exist important trade-oft's between machine cost, production
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cost, setup cost, and material handling cost. We have not seen, however, any explicit
consideration in this regard in the literature. It is our hope, in this study, to model
these costs explicitly into the machine selection problem.
There are imperative needs for more in-depth studies on the formation of both GT
flow-line cells and general GT cells based on operation types and sequences. Efficient
techniques for designing these types of cells should be developed. In particular, there
exists a need for efficient algorithms that incorporate alternative machine options,
machine utilization, and cost considerations into the problem of assigning machines
and parts to cells.

2.4

Conclusion of Literature Review

In conclusion of reviewing past studies, the important findings are summarized as
follows:
1. To utilize multiple routing/alternative process plans, operation requirements

(operation types and operation sequences) should be incorporated into cell formation.
2. Cell independence and cost considerations are important objectives in cell design. Only a few studies considered incorporating both into cell formation, that
is, grouping parts and machines into independent cells such that total cost is
minimized.
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3. Many existing methodologies use mathematical programming models to solve
the cell design problem, they are complicated and intractable, and can only
solve small problems. More efficient models and algorithms or heuristics for
solving the cell design problem with multiple process plans, cell independence,
machine utilizations, and fixed operation sequences should be developed.
4. Cell layout issues are important characteristics of manufacturing cells. They
affect cell performance significantly and should be incorporated into the design
objective of cell formation. Few studies have addressed these issues in the cell
formation process.
Based on the review, the purpose of this dissertation research can be stated
briefly as the following: Study the operation/sequence based, cell independence oriented cell formation problem, incorporate manufacturing economics, demand requirements, machine utilization, and cell layout considerations into the problem. Identify
more appropriate models for the problem and develop more efficient solution algorithm/heuristic for the problem. The detailed objectives involved in the proposed
studies are:
1. Operation sequence based methodology (formation of independent flow-line
cells):
(a) Sequence constrainted parts grouping criteria.
(b) Procedures of forming part families based on operation sequence.
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(c) Models for machine sequence selection problem.
(d) Heuristic procedure for machine sequence selection problem.
(e) Algori thms for optimal machine sequence identification.
(f) Computational experiments.
2. Operation based methodology (formation of independent general GT cells):
(a) Operation-based part grouping criteria.
(b) Identification of part families.
(c) Models for machine group selection problem.
(d) Heuristics for machine group selection problem.
(e) Algorithms for optimal machine group identification.
(f) Computational experiments.
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CHAPTER 3
A General Cell Formation Model

To obtain a more complete insight on the general cell formation problem and lay
a foundation for subsequent study, we present a mathematical programming formulation for the general cell formation problem in this chapter. The model is based on a
formulation developed by Askin and Strandridge [5]. Although the model is beyond
current solution capabilities, it provides a general framework for later algorithm development, and indicates some important factors which affect the solutions for the
cell formation problem.
Assume that a set of part types is given. For each part, we know the set of
operation types required and unit processing time for each operation. Operations may
also have a setup time in which case we assume the batch size can be determined off
line from this model. Each part has a demand per period. A set of available machine
types is also provided. For each machine type, we assume the knowledge of fixed cost
per period, operating cost rate, available time per period, and the set of operations
which can be performed on this machine.
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Additional cost information includes a fixed overhead cost per cell per period,
and, for each part, the cost per unit to move a. batch of that part type between cells
(inter-cell movement cost). The fixed overhead cost represents administrative cost,
The basic trade-off in cell formation is between machine efficiency (as measured
by utilization) and material handling.
We use the following notation:

Indices:

9 =1, .. " G Cells;

z =1, .. " I Part types;
J =1, .. " J Operations types;

k =1, ... , f( Machine types;
Parameters:

Ak =fixed cost per period per type k machine;

Bg =fixed cost per period per cell;
Cijk

=variable cost per time unit of performing operation j of part i on machine type

k'I
Di =demand for part type i per period;
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h =handling cost per intergroup movej
=number of unit loads of part type i produced per periodj

Li

Li

= r~l where Ni

is the size of a unit load.

Mu =upper bound on number of machines allowed in a cellj
=unit processing time to perform operation j of part i on machine type kj

tijk

T =effective available time per machine per periodj
Decision Variables

Xjjg

Yk g

Zg

=

I if operation j of part i is assigned to cell 9
{

o

otherwise

=number of machine type k assigned to cell gj
=indicator of using a potential cell gj

A mathematical program model for our cell formation problem is then

GK

GKIJ

IJG

G

g=1k=1

g=1k=1i=1j=1

i=1j=1g=1

g=1

.

M inimize{~ ~ AkYkg + L: L: ~ E CijktijkDiXijg + h ~ ~ L: Li V;jg + L: BgZg}

(3.1)
Subject to:
G

~ Xijg

=1

'Vi,j

(3.2)

g=1
1

J

L: ~ X jjg :5 P Zg
i=1 j=1

'Vg

(3.3)
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1

J

~ ~ DitijkXijg

< T}'kg

Vk,g

(3.4)

i=l j=l
Xijg -

Xi,j-l,g

Vj> 1,i and 9

= Vito - Vijg

(3.5)

K

~Ykg:5 Mu

Vg

(3.6)

k=l

Xijg,Zg E {O,l};

}'kg

~

0

and integer

(3.7)

The objective function (3.1) minimizes the sum of machine cost (fixed cost such as
depreciation, opportunity cost and time-based maintenance), variable cost of using
machines for different operations, material handling cost that assumes an incremental
charge for moving a load between cells, and cell management cost ..
There are several types of constraints in this general model. Constraints (3.2)
force each operation of each part to be assigned to a unique cell. Constraints (3.3)
disallow any operation of any part to be assigned to a cell that is not open. Note that

P is a big number, and we may set P = I J. Constraints (3.4) ensure that each cell
has an adequate allocation of machines of each type to perform its assigned workload.
The left hand side accumulates total workload for machines of type k in the cell and
the right hand side gives the time available on these machines each period based on
machine assignments. Constraints (3.5) pick out intercell moves. The Vito variables
will be 1 if part i's

jth

operation i.s performed in a different cell than the preceeding

operation. If this occurs, the objective function is charged a cost h for each load of
part i moved per period. Constraints (3.6) limit the number of machines in each cell.
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The mathematical model presented above is a mixed integer program, too large to
solve for real problems. Consider a small problem with twenty parts, ten operations,
twenty machine types, and maximum number of cells is four. To apply this model,
there will be about 900 integer variables and more than 1100 constraints. Even for
the decomposed subproblem from this model, there is no guarantee of computational
efficiency. (see for instance [7], [36], [29]). In fact, the subproblem of machine selection/operation assignment has been shown to be N P-hard. [30], [9]. Although
the model is computationally intractable, however, several results are clear. First,
if we know the assignment of operations to cells, we then know the optimal assignment of machines to cells. Machines are purchased only as their resource is required.
Given

Xijg,

the optimal

Ykg

are simply the smallest integers that satisfy constraints

(3.4) (for any machine type k in a cell g, there is an infinite set of

Ykg'S

that sat-

isfies constraints (3.4), but this set has a lower bound determined by (3.4), and it
contributes smallest cost accumulation in the objective function). The formaulation
above assumes the knowledge of the machine type to be used for each operation. If
machines are flexible, the

Xjjg

variables can be expanded to include a machine index

and the model may select machines. Part families often contain setup sharing potential. Parts with similar shapes may fit in a generic fixture with only individual part
inserts needed for adjustment. Similarily, parts with similar operation sequences may
share the same machine setup if they are grouped into the same cell. Changeovers
may be eliminated if next part shares common fixtures and tools, and material flows
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may be simplified. The model formulated above does not explicitly consider such
advantages when assigning parts to cells.
We now give an expanded version of the integer model presented before. Let

X jjkg

be 1 if operation j of part i chooses machine type k in cell g, and be zero otherwise.
The expanded model is the following:

GK

GKIJ

IJG

G

g=1 k=1

g=1 k=1 j=1 j=1

j=1 j=1 g=1

g=1

Minimize{L L AkYkg+ L L L L CjjktjjkDjXjjkg+ h L L L Lj Vijg+ L BgZg}
(3.8)
Subject to:
G K

L L Xjjkg = 1

(3.9)

'Vi,j

g=1k=1
J

I

K

L L Lk Xjjkg :5 P Zg

'Vg

(3.10)

'Vk, g

(3.11)

j=1 j=1

I

J

L L DjtjjkXjjkg :5 TYkg
i=1 j=l

K

Xjjkg -

L Xi,j-1,kg = Vit -

'Vj > 1, i, kandg

Vijg

(3.12)

k

'Vg
Xjjkg, Zg

E {O, I};

Ykg ~

0

and integer

(3.13)
(3.14)

Note that constraints (3.9) require that an operation be assigned to one machine
type in a unique cell. Constraints (3.12) still guarantee that intercell movement will
be counted if part i's j~h operation is performed in a different cell than the preceding
operation.
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In the following chapters, we will simplify the general cell formation problem
defined through the model above by decomposing it into smaller, more tractable subproblems. We will develop models, algorithms and heuristics for these subproblems
based on our major concerns outlined at the end of Chapter 2: operations requirement, alternative process plans, machine utilization, and within-cell layout.
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CHAPTER 4
Formation of Independent Flow-line Cells Based on
Operation Sequence

In this chapter, the problem of identifying independent flow-line cells based on
operation sequences is studied. An operation-sequence-based method is proposed for
forming a set of flow-line cells which incorporates the information regarding operation
sequences, machine alternatives and machine utilization. Process planning in the
form of selecting a machine for each operation is included in the problem formulation.
Input requirements include the set of operation requirements for each part type,
demands, and operation capabilities for all available machine types. The objective
is to find the minimum cost set of flow line cells that is capable of producing the
desired part mix. The method works in two stages. First, a similarity coefficient
based on the longest common operation sequence between part types is defined and
used to group parts into independent flow-line families. An algorithm is developed for
finding a composite operation supersequence for each part family. In the second stage,
given the machine options for each operation in the composite sequence, the optimal
machine sequence and capacity for each cell is found by an implicit enumeration
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algorithm or solving a shortest path model on an augmented graph. Computational
studies have been conducted to compare different approaches used in the second stage
problem. The chapter is organized in the following manner: Section 4.1 details the
grouping of parts into families. Section 4.2 describes the algorithm and heuristic
for determining machine sequences for each part family. Experimental results with
the procedure are presented in section 4.3. It is shown that the algorithms can
quickly find optimal solutions to moderate-sized problems on a PC. Section 4.4 gives
conclusions for this chapter.

4.1

Stage I: Formation of Part Families

The first stage involves the formation of part families. Since machine types have
not yet been selected for specific part operations, part similiarities and family formation are based on operation sequences. The objective is to identify natural groupings
of part types that can be produced in a flow-line pattern on the same set of machines.

4.1.1

Operation-Sequence based Part Similarity

Similarity coefficients have been commonly used to form part families (see for
instance Seifoddini and Wolfe [37], and Luong [31]). Several similarity coefficients
based on operation sequence have been proposed in the literature. Let Oi be the
sequence of operations for part i, with cardinality

lad.

Choobineh [14] proposed the
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measure

8 .. (L) =
I)

.!.L [8 .. (1) + Ef-2
Ci;(I)]
N -I + 1

,L <_ N

I)

where
L - order of the similarity coefficient;

Ci;( I) - number of identical subsequences of length 1 common to parts i and j.
One difficulty with this measure is in selecting L. The computational effort required
for finding Ci;(L) grows rapidly with L, but larger values of L provide better descriptions of the relationship.
Vakharia and Wemmerlov [40] proposed a coefficient that can be applied for part
families without repeated operations in the composite operation sequence. To use this
coefficient, one must first identify parts into several groups (n, Nt, N2 , N3 , N4 , Ns )
according to whether they are single or dual operation, with or without backtracking,
etc.
Kang and Wemmerlov [25] proposed the similarity coefficient:

where
Cj; - maximum length of sequence common to both part i and j.
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Q

-

a constant between 0 and 1.

The problem with this coefficient is that

Q

is chosen subjectively. Moreover, no

procedure was specified for finding Cij.
We propose a different measure. For the case of precedence constrainted operations, the similarity between two part types can be described by the number of identical operations that are performed in the same order in both operation sequences.
We formalize this notion by defining the concept of a longest common operation
subsequence.
Definition 1 - a Longest Common Subsequence (LCSjj) is a longest common
ordered subsequence of both OJ and OJ. By "common ordered subsequence"
we mean a subsequence with the same operations and precedence relationships
as in both original sequences.
Also, when dealing with families of similar parts, it will be convenient to work
with a generic or composite part representation of the family. The composite part
must contain the operation sequence for each part in the family as a special case.
Formally,
Definition 2 -

a Shortest Composite Supersequence (SCSij ) is a shortest

sequence that contains the original operation sequences Oi and OJ as subsequencesj
As an example, consider the parts i and j where:
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Part i sequence: Oi = {21345}
Part j sequence: OJ = {132145}
Longest common subsequences are LCSij = {1345} and {2145}. Shortest composite supersequences include {2 1 3 2 1 4 5} and {I 3 2 1 34 5}.
Maier [32] proved that both LC Sij and SC Sij are NP-Complete problems, however, construction algorithms were not provided. We will now provide algorithms to
find a LC Sij and SC Sij.

4.1.2

Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) Algorithm

The following algorithm finds a LCS of two given operation sequences.

4.1.2.1

Rules and Definitions

We will construct a subsequence of operations common to both original sequences.
In so doing, it will be helpful to limit the set of possible operations that can appear
next in a longest common subsequence. Accordingly, we first develop rules for determining the possible immediate successors for a given operation h. We will use the
following terminology.
A "matching" is an instance of the same operation in two sequences.
A "successor of h" is a matching that occurs after operation h in both sequences.
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In describing the tree representing possible longest subsequences, we can start
at a dummy (null) node. We will progress through the original sequences, pulling
out appropriate matched operations. At any point, we will have traversed a portion
of each original sequence. In searching for the next operation at any point, we
know that only operations with a matching in the remaining portions of the initial
sequences need be considered. Also, certain matches are dominated. A match
is said to be dominated if its operation instances occur after those of some other
match in both sequences. For instance, in the sequences {iac} and {cia}, match a
is dominated by i. The longest subsequence can not begin with a since any such
subsequence can be made longer by appending i at its beginning. Thus, we need
only consider nondominated matches in determining the next operation in the LC S.
This will simplify our exploration of the tree of possible subsequences. Starting from
the current location in either original sequence, find the first matching operation.
Alternate candidates to be explored are other matches which are not dominated, i.e.
whose operation precedes this first matching operation in the other sequence. We
use this rule to reduce the number of matchings explored in generation of the LCS.
We now describe the algorithm.

4.1.2.2

Algorithm Les

1. Identify all the elements in OJ and OJ that have no matching in the other se-

quence, and remove these elements from OJ and OJ to obtain two new sequences
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0; and

oj, such that every element in 0; (oj) has at least one matching in oj

2. Generate common sequence tree by depth first search
(a) Starting from a null node, use the rules for determining possible immediate
successors for a node to determine all elements (from 0; and

oj) that can

be in the first position of a potential LCS, and put these elements in the
first column of the tree.
(b) Starting from the first unexplored alternative h in the next column, identify all elements in 0; and

oj that are admissable as immediate successors

of h in a LOS. Oonnect h with these alternatives (Le. add an arc between
h in the first column and each of these candidates in the second column).

(c) Repeat step b until no matches remain on this path. Check if the length
of this path is greater than the current best path. If yes, then update the
current best path.
(d) Bactrack and continue until all possible candidate subsequences are examined, or the length of current best path is equal to the minimum of
and

lojl.

To illustrate the algorithm, the following example is given.
Consider the two squences:

OJ = {iacbdegzaJ ad}

10;1
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OJ = {bdciaegzbc}
After removing all unmatched elements (f in this case), we have two new sequences:

0; = {iacbdegzad}
oj = {bdciaegzbc}
Nondominated candidate first matches include i, b, and c. Note that d is dominated
by b. The complete common sequence tree generated is shown in Figure 1.
c

Nullnode

\/i

/

a

~b
--e--g--z

___

a

O - - b - - d ___

'"

e--g---z

c--b

~a

e--g---z

Figure 4.1: Common Sequence Tree

Theorem 4.1 Algorithm LCS finds a Longest Common Subsequence for two original

sequences.
Proof: The result follows from the fact that the algorithm considers all possible common subsequences except those containing dominated matchings. As noted
before, there must exist a LCS without a dominated matching since given such a
sequence, a new common subsequence of equal or greater length is obtained by replacing the dominated matching by the dominating operation. In making this switch,
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no subsequent matchings are lost since the remaining partial sequences are at least
as large for each original sequence.
Several additional observations regarding matching elements are useful for visualizing the problem. If we connect each element in O~ and O~ with its matching(s) in
the other sequence, we obtain the set of crossed pairs of elements shown in Figure 2.
We note the following:
1. All elements in O~(Oi) are connected to at least one element in O~(O~).

2. If two edges cross, then the two corresponding pairs of elements are in different
order in 0; and O~, therefore they can not be in the same common sequence.
3. The elements of any set of non-crossed pairs/edges constitute a common sequence of Oi and OJ.
4. A Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) corresponds to a largest set of noncrossed edges/pairs.
i

a

c

c

b

d

e

a

e

z

9

z

a

d

c

Figure 4.2: LCS corresponds to a largest set of non-crossed edges
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4.1.3

Shortest Composite Supersequence (SCS) Algorithm

The LCS for two sequences can be used to construct the SCS of those sequences.
For the original sequences i and j, without loss of generality assume that 10il $ 10jl.
The following algorithm entitled FindSC S is used to construct a composite operation
supersequence for part i and j :
1. Find LC Sjj for part i and j.
2. Initialize the partial composite supersequence Pc to be the longest operation
sequence (Pc

= OJ).

3. Append all characters from the short word (Oi) that appear before the start of
the LC Sij to the front of the Pc.
4. Append all characters that appear after the LC Sij in the short word to the end
of the Pc.
5. Place the characters in the short word that are not part of the LC Sjj but fall
between LC Sij characters, in the same position in the Pc.
Theorem 4.2 Algorithm FindSCS constructs a shortest combined supersequence
for any two sequences OJ and OJ.

Proof: Any composite supersequence will have a number of characters (operations)
at least equal to the sum of the characters for the two separate sequences minus
the number of characters used for both original sequences. (Note that a character
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can be used at most once for any sequence.) Thus, a lower bound on the length of
a combined sequence is given by the sum of the sequence lengths minus the length
of the longest common subsequence (LCS). This follows since if any larger set of
characters could be used by both sequences, it would constitute a longer common
subsequence, and this is a contradiction to the definition of a LCS. Last, according
to the construction of a composite sequence by the SCS algorithm described above,
the resultant composite supersequence will always have a length equal to this lower
bound.
It remains only to show that the algorithm does construct a supersequence of both

Oi and OJ. This follows from step 2 for OJ and from steps 3, 4, and 5 for Oi.
Finally, we need to establish that a composite sequence for a part family can be
obtained by iteratively adding one new part type at a time to the SCS found.
Theorem 4.3 The Shortest Composite Subsequence (SCS) obtained by Algorithm
FindSGS applied to one word and the SGS from a set of words produces a composite
sequence for the set containing the original set plus the new word.

Proof: Using induction, the proof follows from Theorem 2 by noting that a shortest
composite sequence is a composite sequence and that no subsequence is eliminated
by adding additional operations.
Unfortunately, the sequential procedure does not guarantee a shortest composite
supersequence for the entire family. To see this consider the sequences Oi = {acb} and

OJ = {cab}. A shortest composite supersequence is {acab}. If we then combine this
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with the sequence {eaeb}, we obtain the composite supersequence {cacab}. However,

{caeb} is the SCS for the set of three original sequences. Even if all the SC S's (if
not unique) are identified, it still remains possible that the composite sequence of a
new word and a CS (ICSI

> ISCSI) would be shorter than that of the new word and

a SCS. For example, given Oi = {aed} and OJ = {abd}, a SCSij will be {abed},
and a C Sij could be {acdbd}. If the new sequence {cdbd} is added, then a composite
sequence for CS and {cdbd} is {aedbd}. However, combining the SGS {abed} and

{cdbd} yields {abcdbd}, which is longer than {acdbd}.
Returning to our original objective, based on the above definitions, we define the
similarity coefficient as:

8jj

= max {

ILGSiil

IOd '

As an example, if OJ = {1324}, OJ = {23456}j then longest common subsequences
are LC Sjj

= {3,4} and {2,4},

ILG Sjjl

= 2, IOjl = 4, and 10ji = 5, hence
2

8ij

2

2

1

= max( 4" ' "5) = 4" = 2

Compared with Choobineh's coefficient, this similarity coefficient is easier to compute,
and stronger in the power of uncovering similar relationships between parts. In
Choobineh's coefficient, the longest common operation sequence between two parts
is a common subset of both original sequences that consists of only the consecutively
linked similar operations. For example, if OJ = {21345}, OJ = {13245}, the maximum
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I for which Cij(l)

> 0 is 2 with the sequences being {13} and {45}. According to

our definition of Longest Common Subsequence (LCS), the LCBi ; = {1345}. In fact,
after merging these two sequences into a composite supersequence, operation flow
direction is still (1 --. 3 --. 4 --. 5). Using this Sij, we then group parts through a
modified hierachical clustering heuristic.

4.1.4

Modified Hierachical Clustering Heuristic

After defining the similarity coefficient, a modified hierachical clustering heuristic
is used to group parts into families as follows:
1. Start with n clusters (one for each part), compute Sij for all possible n(~-l) part

pairs, and construct a similarity coefficient matrix B =

[Sij].

2. Specify a threshold value T 1 •
3. In succession, compare all possible pairs in the matrix, if

Sij ~

TI, merge the

operation sequence i and j into one composite supersequence, and remove row
i and column j from [Sij], replacing them by row and column k. For all existing

clusters h, Shk

= max(shi, Shj)

(single linkage, [2], [40]). Goto step 2.

4. When the number of composite sequences (number of clusters) created through
merging does not exceed the maximum number of cells to be planned (a higher
level decision), stop the procedure.
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Note that each composite sequence corresponds to one cluster. When the procedure
stops, each cluster will be a part family and each family has a composite sequence.
The next step is to identify the machine sequences corresponding to the composite operation sequences generated previously. Since an operation might be done
on different machine types, an operation super sequence may correspond to multiple
possible machine sequences. We assume the cells are to be independent of each
other.
The final results of stage I are thus:
1. A set of part families: Fi, i = 1, ... , !(j each corresponding to an independent

cell and having an associated composite operation supersequence

0i.

2. A collection of finite sets of machine sequences: Pi, i = 1, ... , J( where Pi is the
set of feasible machine sequences for part family i.
3. A utilization (time per period) associated with each operation in each composite
operation supersequence. This utilization accumulates the time requirement for
the corresponding operation on all parts in the associated family.

4.2

Stage II : Finding Optimal Machine Sequences

After Stage I, the parts have been grouped into

J(

families, and each part family

corresponds to an independent cell. For each cell at this point, there is a set of
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possible machine sequences:

Pi

= (pl,pl,·· .... ,Pf)

A sequence PI' is a listing of machines to be visited by the composite part. Given our
requirement of independent cells for this set of composite families, if we can find the
optimal machine sequence Pt for each cell i, then the overall optimal solution for the
system of part families would simply be the combination of sequences PI-, P;, ... , Pi<.
Our task then is to find, for each family i, the machine sequence in its set Pi with
the lowest total cost. To simplify the presentation of the methodology, we will assume relevant cost consists of fixed machine

~osts,

i.e we implicitly assume variable

costs are similar for all machine types. (Fine and Freund [17] point out that this
is approximately true if material costs or capital costs are large. The assumption
is also reasonable if labor requirements are similar between machine types. Nev. ertheless, if this assumption is not true it is a rather straightforward extension to
include a variable processing cost rate for each machine type and to include this in
the cost expressions which follow). In finding the optimal solution, we explore the
interaction between operational capabilities of machines, sharing machine utilization
over consecutive operations, and machine costs. Since the set Pi can be very large,
searching for Pt is not a trivial job in general. In general, if there are L operations
in a composite'supersequence, and each operation can be performed by m different
machine types, thus in total we have m L possible machine sequences!
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The basic idea of finding

Pt

is to

se~rch

a sequence tree of possible machine

orderings for each cell. Consider a composite supersequence with L operations as
shown in Table 4.1. For each operation in this sequence, there is a set of machine
types such that all members in this set are capable of performing this operation.
Each column corresponds to an operation and the elements in that column indicate
the machine types that can perform this operation. Note that the machine sets in the
different columns may be of the same type, as machines can often perform more than
one operation. The tree of machine sequences to be searched consists of all possible
combinations of an element from each column.

Table 4 1: Operation-MachineType Matrix
OP code
1
2
......
L
Machine
Type

4.2.1

M12
M22
......
ML2
~~.~r-~;-.- -.+-~.~

.. -..

Shortest Path with Node Augmentation

The stage two problem can also be modeled as a shortest path problem on a
modified network. Consider a network with a column for each operation of the
composite family part and a node in each column representing each machine type
capable of performing that operation. Initially exclude any machines that also appear
in the previous column, i.e. machines that can also perform the previous operation.
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Then, if the same machine type is capable of performing subsequent operations new
nodes must be added for all possible sequential operation sets on a single machine.
Arc costs are then incremental total costs for switching to the indicated machine
for the next operation(s). The shortest path from a source to sink node represents
the optimal machine layout for this part family. Figure 4.3 illustrates the original
network for a five operation family. The resultant shortest path problem network for
the case that machine type Z can perform operations two through four is shown in
Figure 4.4.
1

2

3

5

Figure 4.3: Original Network

C

--:if)

,. ,.

Figure 4.4: Shortest Path Network for Machine Selection

The augmented nodes can· be generated algorithmically as follows:

1. Initialize the network with a node in each column j = 1, ... , J for each feasible
machine.
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2. For column j, j = 2, ... , J, examine each node in the column. For each node in
column j -1 representing the same machine, generate an additional node representing
their combination.
9. Update the immediate predecessor list for each node to indicate the same predecessors as the generating node from column j - 1.

Using this procedure, we can show the following result.
Theorem 4.4 The augmented shortest path net'work has at most O(M L2) nodes
and O(M2 L2) arcs.

Proof: The proof follows from the augmentation procedure. In the first column
(operation) we have at most M L nodes representing the sum over all machines of
the number of consecutive operations that can be performed on that machine. In
general, suppose that at column (operation) j, machine type z is a feasible option
and this machine can also be used for operations j

+1, j +2, ... , j +s but not j +s +1.

We must add nodes representing the consecutive machine execution of operations j
to j

+ 1, j

to j

+ 2, ... , j

to j

+ s.

Thus, for column j, we have at most M(L - j

+ 1)

nodes representfng the number of ways to begin consecutive machine operations at
that stage. Thus, summing over all stages provides an tipper bound of

ML(;-l)

nodes.

Arcs must connect machines of different types and arcs from each node must go
to a specific column based on the node's definition. Thus we have at most M - 1
arcs per node. This completes the proof. Once the node augmented shortest path
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network is constructed, it can readily be solved using Dijkstra's algorithm or other
suitable technique for shortest path problems.

4.2.2

Greedy Heuristic Solution

As mentioned before, searching for the optimal machine sequence in set Pi could be
very time-consuming since the size of set Pi grows rapidly as the number of operations
increases. To provide a quick solution, a greedy heuristic has been developed. The
heuristic provides an upper bound on the solution.
In describing the heuristic, we also implicitly provide expressions for computing
arc costs for the previous section. First, we define the additional notation:
J - Index of operations in the composite supersequence (column index), j = 1, ... , L;

D.ij - Incremental machine requirement at column j if choose

MJ - Machine type selected at column j
Mf -

ith

machine option;

by the heuristic;

Machine type at column j that results in lowest independent incremental cost

(by independent we mean considering only the column j operation);

MT - Machine type at column j

that is the same as MJ-l;

AT - Cumulative machine requirement at column j

after selecting machine, a vector

giving the integral number of machines of each type needed;
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Aj+ (Aj-) - Cumulative machine requirement at column j if use machine type
Mt(MT);

Gr - Cumulative total cost at column j after machine selection;
Gr+ (Gr-) - Cumulative total cost at column j if use machine type Mt(MT);
Ub -Current upper bound on total cost (derived from best known feasible machine
sequence).

4.2.2.1

Greedy Heuristic

Given the solution found at column j -1 (Mf-l' Aj..17 G~l)' the heuristic will look
at only two nodes at column j. These nodes are (1) the machine type that results
in the minimum independent incremental cost (Mt); and (2) the machine type that
was chosen at j - 1 (MJ-l), if it is a feasible option at column j. The second option
allows the potential of sharing machine capacity between consecutive operations. We
compute the incremental cost for selecting each option. This cost is based on the
fixed cost of machines that must be added (plus variable cost component if relevant).
The heuristic selects the option with the minimum incremental cost. The procedure
can be summarized as follows:

1. set j = 1, find Mi,

2. set j = j+l, find

Ain, Mf = Mi, go to 2.

Aft, Mf-l' Compute Aj+, Aj-, Gf+, Gf-;
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1'f

em- <.
em+ then MO.= M-. em
. = em
.-

else
3. If j

.

) )

) ) ' ) )

MJ = MI, er = er+, go to 3.
= L, stop, and set Ub = er, otherwise goto 2.

The requirements vector and costs are straightforward to calculate as functions of
the decision variables. We use the following notation:

Ds - number of units of part type s produced per periodj
tijs -

unit processing time of performiJ)g operation j on

ith

machine option for part

type Sj

Cij -

unit cost of machine option i at column jj

~i;(~ij)

- absolute incremental cost (machine requirement) at column j if choose

option i.
~i;

Tij -

- actual incremental cost at column j

after machine type selection.

machine capacity of machine option i at column j.

We have the following calculation expressions:
~~
I)

D s t ..
= ~s"
L.,.,,,=I
T,..

I)S

I)
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if M9J T-'- M9J- 1
otherwise
where k is the number of consecutive operations performed by this machine type.
The incremental cost is:

the incremental machine cost. Note that if
C~
J

4.2.3

=

Ai = Ai-l then t:1'i; = O.

C~
J- 1

Finally,

+ t:1 ~~IJ

An Implicit Enumeration Searching Algorithm (IES)

The actual cost for the first j operations, plus a lower bound for operations j

+1

to L provides a lower bound on the cost of the completion of any partial machine
sequence. By comparing this to the current upper bound, we can determine the
potential optimality of any partial sequence. This forms the basis of an implicit
enumeration procedure.

4.2.3.1

Total Cost Bounds for Partial Solutions

We first describe a method for finding partial total cost bounds (M PCj). Consider
a node at column j (see Figure 4.5). At this point of tree exploration, we have specified
the machine sequence for operations 1 through j -1. We now wish to choose a machine
for operation j. Among all the remaining partial sequences after this choice, there
must exist a partial sequence S;j that has a lowest (partial) total cost of performing
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operations j

+ 1 to L.

Call this minimum partial total cost M PC;. Note that this

optimal partial solution may take advantage of free slack time remaining on
j

j+l

j+2

o

0---'--- 0

MJ.

L

1

o

2

o

o

m

Figure 4.5: Minimum Partial Total Cost Path
Instead of finding M PC; directly, we define a heuristic partial total cost H PCj,
which is a lower bound on Al PC;. We use
L

H PCj =

L:

mini{ Cik~id

k=j+l

where ~ik is the incremental machine requirement for operation k if we select machine
option i. A more detailed definition and the method to find H PCj are listed in
Appendix A. The effort needed to find H PCj is O(m), thus H PCj serves as a more
convenient bound than M PC; .
Theorem 4.5: For any node(a machine option) at column j, 1 $ j $ L, H PCj $
M PC;. (see Appendix B for the proof of this theorem)

If for some node at column j, the cumulative total cost

Ai and the heuristic partial

total cost H PCj satisfy Cr +H PCj 2: Ub, then we can fathom this node immediately,
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i.e. ,discard all partial sequences after this node since none may result in a complete
sequence with a total cost less than current upper bound Ub.
With the initial upper bound and bounding mechanism being defined, a searching
algorithm (IES) can be developed as follows:
Algorithm IES
1. Input data, initialize counter k, set j = 0, Mu equal to the maximum number

of machines allowed in a cell, and order machine options at each stage j such
that

~ii 's

are non decreasing within a stage.

2. Compute initial upper bound U~ with the greedy heuristic.
3. Perform a depth first search of the tree of possible machine sequences.
Set j = j

+ 1.

When visiting a node i at column j, do the following:
• compute incremental machine requirement ~ij for the machine type chosen at that stage;.
• compute cumulative machine requirement
• compute cumulative machine cost Cj

Ai.

= C;':1 + ~i;.

4. Compute heuristic partial total cost H PCi for this node, check if Cj+H PCj

~

Ubi if yes-fathom this node and backtrack; if not-proceed to visit next node
at j

+ 1 column.
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5. When reaching a leaf node, a complete sequence has been identified. Do the
following:
• If Aka/l

>

Mu then this sequence is not feasible, discard this sequence

and backtrack(j = j - 1).
• If a complete sequence is feasible, then if

upper bound: Ub =

C,'~al

< Ub,

update the current

Cl:a/ , else discard this sequence.

• save all results for the new current upper bound and backtrack.
6. If, at some stage j, the cumulative machine requirement exceeds the cell size
limit (Aj 2:: M u ), stop and backtrack.
7. When counter k = N (all possible sequences have been searched) , stop the
algorithm, the current best solution is the optimal sequence.

4.3

A Numerical Example

In this section, we use a numerical example to illustrate the use of all algorithms
and heuristics developed in previous sections. Although the problem size is small, it
is sufficient for demonstration purpose.
Suppose we are given five part types. The operation requirements (sequence and
operation types) and demands are known for each part type. Each operation has
two machine options. The costs of using a machine for different operations in the
sequence are also given. Table 1 shows the operation sequences for five part types:
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Table 4.2: 0'perat'Ion
p 0 1
b
1
a
2
z
3
c
4
b
5

Seq uences f,or Five Parts
2 3 4 5
a c d f
c b a d
c d e 9
z e 9
z c e 9

First, we compute similarity coefficients for all part pairs with the formula proposed in section 2.3, for instance,
...... 845

= max{~,

812

= max{~, V = 0.60, 813 = max{~, n = 0040,

V = 0.75.

Note that by symmetry, 8ij =

8ji.

We store these coefficients in a two dimensional

table, or a matrix shown below:
0.60

0.40

0.25 0040

0040

0.25 0.20
0.75 0.80
0.75

We now specify a threshold value Td = 0.6, and apply our modified hierachical
clustering heuristic on the matrix above to group parts into families. First, part 1
and 2 are grouped together, and the matrix is updated:
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0.40

0.25 0040
0.75 0.80
0.75

Next, part 3 and 4 are grouped together. We now have three groups: {I, 2}, {3,
4} and {5}. The matrix is then updated:

0040

0040
0.80

Finally, part 5 is grouped into family {3, 4}. The matrix is updated again:

Since the similarity left in the updated matrix now is 0040, which is less than Td, we
stop further clustering. We obtain two part families: one with part type I and 2, the
other with part type 3, 4 and 5.
During the course of clustering parts, we also find the composite operation sequence for each part families. This is done by simply applying FindSC S algorithm
proposed in section 2.3 whenever a part joins a group. The composite sequence for
part family one is (b,a,c,b,a,d,f), and for part family two is (b,c,i,c,d,e,g).
We then start second phase, and use Shortest-Path algorithm to identify the best
machine sequence/requirement for each part family. We store the information obtained so far in Table 4.3 and 404 for two part families. Note that there are two
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numbers in the parenthesis after a machine option. The first one is the capacity
requirement of using that machine option for the corresponding operation, and is
calculated by Djtkj/Tk. The second number is the cost per machine for the corresponding operation, and is in multiples of one hundred.

.

'1 1
'Ea bl e 4..
3 M ach'me 0 t>110ns
t'
an dReqUlrement s £or P ar t FamllY
0

m
1
2

b
m3(1.6,3.8)
m4(2.4,3.2)

a
ml(1.2,4)
m2(1.6,5)

c
m2(1.3,5)
ms(1.7,4.5)

b
m3(1.6,4)
m4(2.4,3.5)

a
ml(1.5,4)
m2(2.0,5)

d
m4(1.8,3)
m7(2.1,4)

f
m6(1.4,5)
m7(O.8,4)

'Ea bl e 4..
4 Mach'me 0'p110ns
t'
an dReq Ulremen t s £or Par t FamI'1 'I 2
0

m

1
2

b
m3(2.4,3.8)
m4(2.8,3.2)

c
m2(1.6,5)
ms(1.4,4.5)

i
m2(2.2,5)
m6(1.9,4.2)

c
m2(2.1,5)
ms(2.3,4.5)

d
m4(2.6,3.5)
m7(3.0,3)

e
m6(1.5,5)
ms(1.1,4.5)

The augmented networks for two part families are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure

4.7.

Figure 4.6: Augmented Network for Part Family 1

By applying Dijkstra algorithm on the augmented graphs, we identify the shortest
path in each network. For family one, the shortest path is

9
m6(1.4,5)
mg(1.3,4)
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Figure 4.7: Augmented Network for Part Family 2
with a minimum cost of $48600. For family two, the shortest path is

with a minimum cost of $63600.
We also used the implicit enumeration algorithm (IES) for phase two, and obtained
the same solution as the SPT algorithm. Finally, we applied the Greedy Heuristic to
phase two of our example, and obtained results as listed in Table 4.5, together with
the optimal solution. Note that we listed both total cost and machine requirement
(under Mach. column) for each each approach. The number preceding a machine
type

mk

indicates the number of machine type k needed.

. t'Ie Resu It s ~or th e Examp.e
Ta ble 4..
5 0'pllma
t' I Sit'
o u Ion an d Gree dLy HeUrlS
Cell No.
OPT(SPT,MPS)
Greedy Heuristic
Mach.
Cost
Cost
Mach.
PFI
$48600 4ma,3m2 ,2m} ,2m4' 1m7 $50600
4ma,4m},2m4,2ms,lm7
PF2
$63600
$66500
3m4 ,5ms ,2m6,3m7,2ms ,2mg
3m4,6m2,3m7,3m6
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4.4

Computational Experience

The greedy heuristic, SPT with Node Augmentation, and optimal searching (MPS)
algorithm have been coded and implemented in TURBO PASCAL 5.5 on an IBM PC 486DX computer. The MPS procedure was used as a comparison for the efficiency
of the SPT visualization of the problem. The procedures were tested on several data
sets. The operation sequences are randomly generated, and the machine options for
each operation are generated based on the machining capability of each machine type.
For example, both a lathe and a turning center can process a cylinder surface, a hole
can be made on a drill press or a milling machine with different costs. The fifteen
basic operations modeled were cutting, turning, boring, milling, precision milling,
gear cutting, channelling, precision boring, expanded boring, gear grinding, drilling,
deburring, stamping, polishing, and precision measuring. Thirty-eight machine types
were defined with different operation capabilities.
The test results are listed in Table 4.5. For this design problem, we see that the
SPT with Node Augmentation procedure was able to find optimal solutions on a PC
for problems with over a dozen sequential operations per part family in less than a
minute. Over 50% of the CPU time for the SPT approach was spent creating the
augmented nodes and arcs to represent sequential operation sets on a single machine.
The "Add Node" column in Table 4.5 contains the time to augment the network.
Augmentation plus SPT solution time is given in the "Total CPUtime" column.
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The MPS implicit enumeration scheme was much slower on large problems although it was faster for the smaller problems. It is useful to note that the heuristic
performed very well. Optimal solutions were obtained in four of the seven cases and
the average ratio of heuristic solution to optimal solution was 1.003.

PF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

#

Opr

5
7
9
10
12
13
14

To see how

..

Ta bl e 46 Expenmen t ResuIt s
Heuristic
SPTsolution
sequences
Total
Add Node
Cost CPUtime Cost CPUtime CPUtime
10sec
5,040 15500 < 0.0018 15500
8sec
13sec
45,360 20100 < 0.0018 20100
12sec
17sec
15sec
1,814,000 29100 < 0.018 29100
19sec
9,072,000 35850 < O.01s 35600
16sec
27sec
54,432,000 43250 < 0.028 43000
17sec
35sec
20sec
108,864,000 43750 < 0.028 43500
42sec
326,592,000 43750 < 0.038 43750
22sec

#

IES
CPUtime
< 0.028
< 0.038
55 sec
140sec
48 min
90 min
6.5 hr

effective the H PCj bounds are, for several problems we also compared the results
from algorithm IES with the results of exhaustive searching (EXS) where
bounding routine was used (see Table 4.7).

110

M PCj

It can be seen from Table 4.7 that the

Ta bl e 47 . Companson 0 f IES an d EXS
PF
1
2

# opr # sequences CPU-time(MPS) CPU-time(EXS)
9
10

1,814,000
9,072,000

55 sec.
140 sec.

28 min.
110 min.

M PCj bounds did make the MPS algorithm much more efficient. Time was reduced

by more than an order of magnitude.
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4.5

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a cell formation method which identifies part families
and finds optimal machine sequence and capacity requirement for each family(cell)
through a hierachical clustering procedure and a shortest path network or implicit
enumeration searching. The method has the following features:
1. It identifies relationships between parts based on their similarities in operation
sequences, and groups parts through a hierachical clustering heuristic based on
the concept of composite supersequence.
2. The procedure models the flexibility of machines to perform multiple operations. Thus, operation requirements must be speCified during process planning,
but the procedure will select machine types and families for each part type.
3. The cells formed are independent and "flow-line-cells". The optimal machine
sequence/requirement for each cell is found by solving a Shortest Path problem
or through an

implici~

enumeration searching algorithm.

4. The shortest path method can solve problems of considerable size, (14 operations per part with 4 machine type choices for each operation), optimally and
efficiently on a PC. While the greedy heuristic performs well, the efficiency
of the SPT approach would suggest that optimal solutions are obtainable for
realistic sized problems.
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CHAPTERS
Formation of General GT Cells Based on Operation Types

In this part of the research, we study general Group Technology cell formation
based on operation types and machine capability. We no longer require the parts in
each family to follow the same sequence of machines. Therefore, the processing order
requirement (operation sequence) is dropped or relaxed from design consideration.
Arbitrary inter-machine travels are allowed in a cell. Parts are considered similar and
should be grouped together if they require the same set of operations. For each part
family thus formed, we then select the machine group that is capable of performing all
operation types required by that family. It should be obvious that the cells formed in
this manner will not necessarily be flow-line cells, but they are still independent cells
if we place enough capacity for each type of machine in each cell. Savings may come
from higher machine utilization, but intra-cell movement can increase substantially.
Since an operation may be performed by more than one machine type, and a
machine type may be capable of performing more than one operation, there is a
trade-off between production cost and machine cost when we choose machine options
for an operation. Hence our objective is to select the best machine set such that
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all demands will be satisfied and total cost (say, fixed machine cost and variable
production cost) will be minimized.
Further consideration of setup cost and intracell material handling cost will make
our problem more complicated but also more practical, since in many situations
there exist important trade-offs between machine cost, production cost, setup cost,
and material handling cost.
Mathematical programs can be used to model the machine group selection problem, and to obtain the optimal solution to the problem. But they only apply to small
cases due to the computational difficulties in integer programs. The special structure
of the machine selection problem, however, enables us to develop efficient heuristic
procedures. By combining the fixed machine cost and variable operational cost, the
problem of assigning operations to machines can be represented with a transportation network. A greedy heuristic is also possible by rank-ordering machines for each
operation in terms of some cost coefficient, and taking into account the possibility of
operations sharing machines. A more robust solution procedure, simulated annealing, will also be considered since it is not limited to the particular structure of this
subproblem and proven to asymtotically converge to the optimal solution [41].
This chapter is organized as follows: in the next section, a similarity coefficient
defined in terms of operations will be proposed to group parts into families. Section
5.2 will develop an integer model for the machine grouping problem (which can be
solved by Cplex Mixed Integer Optimizer). In section 5.3, the machine set selection
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problem is modeled as a transportation network, and a heuristic based on the transportation model is proposed to find good feasible solutions quickly. In section 5.4,
the integer model is extended to take setup and material handling cost into account.
In section 5.5, heuristic procedures are developed to solve the extended problem more
efficiently. Section 5.6 provides computational results for the implementation of all
heuristic procedures and integer models. Finally, section 5.7 gives final conclusions.

5.1

Formation of Part Families

Each part is assumed to require a specific set of operation types. Each machine
type is capable of performing a known set of operation types. We assume that the
sequence in which these operations are performed is not relevant to the determination
of part families or machine groups. The implication is that operation sequences are
unconstrained and can be set after cells are formed, or machines can be laid out to
accomodate operation sequences, or machine cost dominates material handling cost
and hence the selection of the appropriate set of machines dominates other decisions.
If two parts require the same set of operation types, they are considered similar.

A. similarity coefficient can be used to describe the degree of similarity between two
parts in terms of operation types. We define the following terms:

sf -

The set of distinct operation types required for part type i.

si; - The set of operation types common to both part type i and j.
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We adopt the similarity coefficient:

8ij

where notation

= max {

Isf;1
Istl'

Ixl denotes the cardinality of the set x.

As an example, given:
part i with unordered operation set: {a, b, c},
part j with unordered operation set: {b, c, d},
then

sf; = {b,c}, st = {a,b,c} and s1 = {b,c,d}, so Si; =

max{~,

n

=~.

With this similarity coefficient defined, we can use a hierarchical clustering procedure [2] to group the parts into families. Note that other similarity coefficient
schemes can also be used in this stage to form part families.
After grouping parts into families, the next step is to determine the corresponding
machine group for each part family. Since parts are grouped together based on
their operation requirements, each part family thus formed will have a composite
operation set, which includes all the operation types needed for that part family.
Each operation in this set has an associated utilization that is the sum over all
parts in the family of the time required for that operation. We may, therefore, form
the machine group according to the composite operation set of a part family. Note
that by prior formulation of part families, and the assumption of independent cells,
the overall cellular system design problem decomposes into a separate, independent
machine selection problem for each part family. In the following sections, we discuss
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both optimal and heuristic methods that are developed for solving the machine group
selection problem.

5.2

An Integer Programming Model for Determining Machine Groups

In this section, we propose a mathematical statement of the operation requirements based machine group selection problem. We wish to select the best machine
set (types and capacities) for each part family, and determine the production quantity
of each operation type made by each machine type, such that the total fixed machine
cost and production cost is minimized, and all demand and resource constraints are
satisfied. We will describe the machine group selection problem analytically, and
discuss obtaining optimal solutions to the problem. These solutions will be used for
the evaluation of the transportation heuristic developed later in section 5.3.
We assume that processing times, amortized machine costs, variable production
costs, and expected demands in a planning period are known. Likewise, if several
operations are normally done on the same machine with a common fixturing setup,
these operations are assumed to be a single operation in the following model. The
part/machine dependent setup costs are ignored in this model, but will be considered
later in section 5 by extending the following model to include that case.
We use the following notation:

tjk -

Processing time per unit of operation j on machine type k.
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Cost per unit time of performing operation j on machine type k.

Vjk -

Ak - Annualized fixed cost of machine type k.
Pk - Maximum number of machine type k available.
Tk -

Available production time per period per machine type k.

Dj -

Expected demand for operation j (in units) per period.

There are two types of decision variables:
Number of units of operation j performed on machine type k.

Xjk -

Zk -

Number of machine type k acquired.

Based on the above definitions, an integer model (call it IPl) is proposed as
follows:

(5.1)
Subject to:
K

L.: Xjk ~ Dj

Vj

(5.2)

k=1

J

ZkTk

~

L.: Xjktjk

Vk

(5.3)

j=1

Xjk ;:::

Vk

(5.4)

0 Vj, k

(5.5)
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Zk ~

0 and integer Vk

(5.6)

The objective function (5.1) minimizes the sum of fixed machine cost and variable
production cost. Constraints (5.2) ensure that demands are satisfied. Constraints
(5.3) require enough capacity for each machine type required. Constraints (5.4)
impose machine capacity restrictions. A budget constraint could alternatively be
used. Constraints (5.5) and (5.6) are nonnegativity and integer requirements. Note
that x jk 's are defined as continuous variables. The only variable type required to be
integers are

Zk'S.

There are no {O, I} integers involved. The computational results

provided in Section 5.6 will show that for small to medium sized problems, this model
can be solved efficiently by standard package such as Cplex Mixed Integer Optimizer.
The optimal solutions have been used to evaluate the performance of a transportation
heuristic developed in section 5.3. We sequentially solve model IPI for each part
family. If there is an upper bound on the number of machines of each type, then part
families are ordered and machine availabilities are updated after each cell is formed.
Otherwise, the part family subproblems are independent. If an infeasible case occurs
because no machines remain available that can perform an operation, we attempt to
move that operation for the most dissimilar part in the family to a different cell.
Note that we could also extend our model to include a cell size constraint by
adding

where Mu is the maximum number of machines allowed in a single cell.
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By relaxing the integer restrictions on the

Zk'S,

we can easily solve model IP! as

an LP problem, and obtain a lower bound on the total cost defined in (5.1). This
lower bound is used to compare our optimal solution "and heuristic result (see section

5.6).

5.3

Transportation Model Based Heuristic

The machine group selection problem modeled analytically in section 3 has a
special structure that enables us to develop a transportation network based heuristic
to solve large instances. If we relax the integrity restriction on the variables

Zk'S,

and integrate both machine cost and variable production cost together, the problem
can be modeled as a transportation network. As shown in Figure 1, we define a set
of machine source nodes, {Ml' M2 , ...... , Mm }, where each node represents a machine
type. We also define a set of destination nodes, {Db D2 , ...... , Dn}. Each destination
node represents expected demand for a certain operation type. Then

Xjk

will be the

flow on an arc (j, k) (the number of units of operation j performed on machine type

k). The arc cost V;k is the cost per unit of performing operation j on the machine type
k. To incorporate both production cost and machine cost, it is defined as follows:

(7)
where

Ujk

is the amortized machine cost

(Ujk

=

Ak/Tk).
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j

k

Figure 5.1: Transportation Network Model
Mathematically, this transportation network can be described as follows:

Xjk ;:::

0, \/j, k

In the results reported later in this paper, the algorithm proposed by FordFulkerson [18] was used to solve the transportation model. Based on this transportation model, we propose a heuristic method to our machine group selection problem.

Transportation Model Based Heuristic

1. Using the costs defined by (7), solve the transportation model, and obtain an

optimal flow vector x·

= {xjk}'
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2. Aggregate the results and find the machine requirements

5.4

A Machine Group Formation Model Incorporating Setup and Intracell Material Handling Cost

In this section, we extend model IPl to take into account setup and intracell
material handling cost reduction. We assume that there exists setup cost, material
handling cost, and part loading/unloading cost at each machine. The cost is proportional to the number of units of a part type that visit a machine type. It may be
economical to process a part type on a machine with low setup cost rather than on
a machine that has a lower variable production cost, or perform multiple operations
on one machine rather than move the part between machines. Therefore, trade-offs
have to be made between machine cost, production cost, setup cost, and material
handling cost.
Some additional notation is defined as follows:

Spk -

Setup cost for part type p on machine type k.

Qp - Production order size of part type p.
Ipk -

mpk -

Cost to load/unload a part of type p on machine type k.
Material handling cost per transfer batch of part p from/to machine k.
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Lp - Transfer batch size of part type p.
Wpk -

Number of units of part type p that visit machine type k.

In addition, we add the subscript "p" to Xpjk to denote the specific part type requiring
operation j performed on machine type k. This is necessary to model the setup and
movement of individual parts. We now add the following term into the objective
function of IPl:

The first part of the above term gives the setup cost of part type p on machine type
k, the second part is the material handling cost of part type p to/from machine type
k, and the third part is the item loading/unloading cost. Let
then the term can be simplified as

E:=l Ef'=l bpkwpk.

b pk

=

%Q"
p

+ ";,P" + lpk'
p

In the flow-line case, all parts

are expected to follow the same machine sequence, thus material handling costs are
less influential in determining the optimal cell configuration. Therefore adding cost
factor

b pk

does not affect the solution significantly. Nevertheless, the

added to the arc cost in the shortest path model.
A new model, IP2, is proposed as follows:

Subject to:
P

K

LL
p=lk=l

Xpjk

~

Dj

Vj

b pk

could be
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P

~

ZkTk

J

LL

Xpjktpjk

'Vk

p=lj=l

Wpk ~ Xpjk

Zk ~

Xpjk ~

Wpk ~

Zk ~

The constraint

Wpk ~ Xpjk

'Vp,j,k

Pk 'Vk
0 'Vp,j,k
0 'Vp,k

0 and integer 'Vk

implies that the number of units of a part type p that

visit machine type k must be at least the maximum of

Xpjk'S.

There are more than

P J( variables and P J J( constraints introduced into model IP2. The computational
result listed in section 5.6 shows that it takes longer to solve IP2 than IPl.
We use a numerical example to illustrate model IP2 and finish this section. Consider a small problem, where two machine types, one part type, and three operations
are involved. The demands for three operations are 895, 172, and 394 units respectively, and the cost, processing time, and capacity data are given in Table 5.1. We
first solve the problem with model IP2, then solve the same problem with model

IPl by ignoring the setup cost, and calculate the total cost for each solution. All the
results are listed in Table 5.2.
From Table 5.2, it is clear that when setup/material handling cost is present,
model IPl did not give the best solution since it did not take into account this cost.

IPl chose more machines of type 2 simply because it has a cheaper machine cost,
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Ta bl e 5..
1 lnpu
t D a t a £or th e Examp.e
Parameter Machine Type 1 Machine Type 2
Ak
tjk
Cjk
Pk
bpk

356
5, 5, 5
12.6, 19.2, 16
20
0.5

250
5,5,5
12.6, 19.2, 16
20
9

Ta )le 5.2:So1ut.ions for 1 PI and] P2
Variables
IP2
IPt
obj. value 108417 109555
actual cost 122810 109555
Zl
Z2

Xu
X21
X31
X12
X22
X32

0
16
0
0
0
895
172
394

10
6
723
0
223
172
172
171

without considering the high setup/material handling cost for this machine type.
This resulted in a larger actual total cost. Model IP2, however, provided a better
solution by finding the best trade-off among the machine cost, production cost, and
setup/material handling cost.

5.5

Heuristic Methods for Solving Model IP2

In this section, we propose heuristic procedures that can solve the machine group
selection problem more efficiently. First, a greedy heuristic (GH) based on rank
ordering machine options is described, then a minimum increment heuristic (MIH)
is presented. Finally, a simulated annealing heuristic (SAH) is proposed to improve
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the performance of heuristic GH and MIH. The computational experiments of these
heuristic methods and their comparisons with respect to the optimal solution (given
by solving IP2 directly with Cplex) are listed in section 5.6.

5.5.1

A Greedy Heuristic

We now propose a greedy heuristic for IP2, we add the following notation:

Op -

mp -

Set of operations that part type p requires, p = 1,2, ... , P.
Set of machine types available for part type p.

Mp - Machine option matrix of part type p. Each part type p has an associated
two dimensional table, with rows representing operations in
standing for machine options. An element Mp[j, h] is the
for

jth

operation of part p, and

Ajh

hth

Op,

and columns

machine option

is the machine cost of that option. (See

Table 5.3)
m~ -

Assignment of jth operation to its

Cpjh -

Linearized cost coefficient corresponding to Mp[j, h].

hth

machine option.
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C(m~1,m~2)

-

Cost of using assignment m~l,mt for operation i andj. Let

Zih,!ih

denote the integral and fractional parts of the quantity D~:ih respectively. If

where

](1

= tpihl Vpihl + tpjh2 Vpjh2 + bpihl'

and note that setup cost reduction

and combining machine utilization have been taken care of in the expression.

Table 5.3:
j h
1
2
3

Machine Option Matrix Mp
1 2 3 ... ... H."
a c d ... ... g
b d e ... ... k
c a d ... ... f

.
. .

J."

b

c

· ...... ......
· ...
·f ... ......

g

We can rearrange table Alp by ranking the machine options in nondecreasing order
of Cpjh, that is, for any row j,
table ranked matrix Mp.

Cpjl

:5 Cpj2 :5 ... :5

Cpjh,

1 :5 h :5

Hp.

We call the new
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Definition: A match of element MpLi,I] is a machine option at some row 1(1 =I-

j,1 :5 I :5 J p) and some column h(1 :5 h :5 Hp) that is the same as MpLi, 1], that is,
MpLi, 1] = Mp[/, h].
Let Ahlh2 denote the minimum of Aihl and Ajh2 for operations i and j. Define

Cpjh2(Ahlh2) as the quantity computed by substituting Ahlh2 for Ajh2 in Cpj h2' Two
theorems are needed for our greedy heuristic.
Theorem 5.1: Let machine option Mp[j, 1] have a match Mp[/, h], If {l} Cplh - bp1h >

Cpll1 and {2} fll = 0 or

!:::7::

~ a, then cost C(m{, mi) > C(m{, mD. (see Appendix

C for a proof).
Note that a =~.
Theorem 5.2: In the ranked matrix Mp, for any rows i and j, such that Mp[i, 1] =

MpLi, 1], if {l} fil

+ fjl :5 1,

fihl1 !;h2 not all zeros, and {2}

Cpjh2(Ahlh2)' (when Mp[i, hI] =I- Mp[j, h2]) or (3)

Cpil +Cpjl -

Cpil

+ Cpjl -

bpil :5 Cpihl +

bpil :5 Cpih 1 +Cpjh2 - bpihl1

(when Mp[i, hI] = Mp[j, h2 ])j then C(mL m{) :5 C(m~l' mt). Hence there is no loss
for combining two operations i and j into a single operation, with Mp[i, 1] as the first
machine option in the new row. (see Appendix D for a proof).
We now present our Greedy Heuristic as follows:

Greedy Heuristic (GH)
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1. Set p

= 1, while p :5 P do:

nondecreasing order of

for each operation j E op, rank machine options in

Cpjh,

such that:

Cpjl

:5

Cpj2

< ... < Cpjh,

1:5 h :5 Hp

and rearrange the machine option matrix Mp.
2. Combine operations that have the same first machine options according to the
rules specified in Theorem 5.2.
3. Update matrix Mp , let L denote the total number of operations in the new,
updated matrix (L :5 Jp ).
4. Compute first-column solution C(mt,m~,m~, ...... ,mf), and set current best
solution CB equal to the first-column solution.
5. Set j

= 1, while j

:5 L do

( a) for 1 = 1 to L do: set h

= 1,

(*)while h :5 Hp do
1.

if Mp[j, 1] = Mp[/, h) then a match has been found:
if Theorem 5.1 conditions are satisfied
then use
else use

mi for row 1

mL set 1 = 1+ 1, goto (5a)j

ii. else { Mp[j, 1]

=J Mp[/, h) } set h = h + 1, goto (*)j

iii. if there is no match in row I, then use
(5a).

m{

for row I, set 1= 1+ 1, goto
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(b) After step (5a), we obtain a match-solution corresponding to Mpfj, 1]:
(mil' m~2' ... , mi, ... , mfL ), Compute cost c{(match) = C(mil , m~2' ... , mi, ... , mfL)j
if c{(match) < CB then update current best solutionj
set j = j

+ 1, goto step 5 (check if j

::; L)j

6. if p = P then stop, else set p = p + 1, goto step 1.

5.5.2

Minimum Increment Heuristic

If we assume that each operation is performed by one machine type, then es-

sentially we are to identify a machine option for each operation such that the total
cost is minimized. We say that an operation is fixed if the machine option has been
identified for this operation. From a myopic perspective, we use the term "best" to
indicate the machine option that incurs the minimum incremental cost for adding
this operation to the set of fixed operations.
Given a set of operations, we first identify the best single operation that is to be
fixed. Conditioning on this fixed operation, we start searching over again, and find the
best two operations to be fixed, ... , keep searching in this way until all operations are
fixed. Since we fix the operation that results in minimum incremental conditional cost
during each searching cycle, we call this heuristic a minimum increment procedure.
Let Fop denote the set of operations that are fixed, Fop E
is presented as follows.

op.

Our second heuristic
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Minimum Increment Heuristic (MIH)
1. Set p

= 1, while p ~ P do

2. Initialize fixed-set Fop = <1>,
3. while number of fixed operations

~

Jp , do:

(a) Find the best operation to be fixed, given Fop;
(b) Add this operation to Fop, update Fop = Fop U {j};
(c) Update cost and machine requirement;
(d) Goto step 3;
4. Set p = p + 1, Goto step 2;
5. When p = P, stop.

The computational studies (see section 5.6) have shown that for certain ranges
of cost parameters, heuristic GH and MIH provide good results quickly. However,
when the cost structure changes significantly, the performance of these heuristic also
changes. In general, heuristic GH outperforms MIH with a faster speed and smaller
deviation from optimality.
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5.5.3' Simulated Annealing Heuristic
As indicated by computational experiments (section 5.6), the performance of
heuristic GH and MIH becomes worse under certain changes in cost structure. (Especially MIH). The deviation from optimality even reaches 20%. This is normally
unacceptable in practice. To improve these heuristic, a simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm is proposed for our problem.
Simulated annealing is a randomized neighborhood search procedure. It has been
widely used for solving combinatorial optimization problems [41] [13]. By randomly
generating neighbors and accepting "bad" solutions with certain probability, the
method can avoid being stuck at a local optimum, and increase the chance to find
global optimal solution. (For interested reader, please refer to [41] for more detailed
discusssion on SA).
To apply SA on our specific problem, we need to define the follow notation:

Ck -

Control parameter determined by cooling schedule. (see discussion later in
this section).

Lk - Number of neighbors generated when Ck is active.
Ik - Counter for neighbors generated when Ck is used.
mo -

Initial solution from MIH or GH heuristic (for our problem, mo is a vector
with J elements, each element is a machine type chosen for a corresponding
operation).
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m - Current solution vector.

m' - New neighbor generated.
m* -

Current best solution.

f(m) - Cost function of m.
Our simulated annealing heuristic started with an initial solution rno, randomly
generates a neighbor m' in each iteration. If f(rn') < f(m) then accept m', otherwise
accept rn' with a probability that depends on [(f(rn') - f(m))/Ck]. The formal
statement of the heuristic is given below:

Simulated Annealing Heuristic (SAH)
1. Solve machine group selection problem with MIH (or GH) to obtain an initial

solution mo.
2. Initialize: set m

= m* = mo, k = 1, Ik = O.

3. Based on m, randomly generate a neighbor m', evaluate cost f(rn').
4. If f(m')

< f(m), accept m', by replacing rn with m'. Update current best

solution m* if f(m')
5. If f(m')

< f(m*). Go to step 6.

> f(m), accept m' with probability Exp((f(m) - f(m'))/Ck ).

6. If Ik = Lk then increment k by 1, go to step 7, else increment h by 1, go to
step 3.
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7. Update

C,,, check termination criterion, if it is met, stop, m* is the solution,

else reset Ik = 0 and go to step 3.

Several things need further clarification. First is the cooling schedule for determining the Ck sequence. We used a simple schedule proposed by Johnson, Aragon,
McGeoch and Schevon [22]. The decrement rule of control parameter Ck is given by
CHI = OCk, k = 1,2,3, ...... where

0

is a constant factor (we used

0

= 0.993). The

initial value of Ck is chosen and adjusted such that the initial probability of accepting
new neighbors is high, and the Ck sequence does not approach to 0 too quickly. The
termination rule used for our case is to stop the procedure when Ck <
a small number (we set

f

f,

where

f

is

= 0.1). For our problem, this cooling schedule, along with

the termination rule defined above, provided satisfactory results (see section 5.6 for
computational test).
Another important thing is to define the neighborhood structure for our problem.
Since m is a vector with J elements:

Element mj is just a machine option chosen for operation j. We may randomly select
an element

mh

E m, and replace it with another machine type m~ (also randomly

chosen), thus create anew vector m' = (mt, m2, ... , m~, ... , mJ). Since we only perturb
one element of m each time, we call this neighborhood structure 1-neighborhood.
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5.6

Computational Experience

Computational experiments have been conducted to test the integer models and
heuristic algorithms proposed in previous sections. Results from the optimal models
and heuristic methods are compared in terms of objective values and CPU times.
Model IP1 and IP2 have been implemented through CPLEX Mixed Integer Optimizer on an Sun SPARC station. The input data (e.g.

tjk,Cjk, Dj,Ak,Pk)

are all

randomly generated from uniform distributions U(a, b). All heuristic procedures are
coded with Turbo PASCAL, and tested on a 386DX66 microcomputer.
We will first give the computational results for model IP1 and Transportation
Heuristic, then report the computational studies on model IP2 and heuristic GH,
MIH, and SAH.

5.6.1

Computational results for IP1 and Transportation Heuristic

As we mentioned earlier, all test problems are randomly generated. Table 5.4 lists
the parameters for the distributions used to generate random input data.
Table 5.4: P lrameters of Un' form Distributions
b
Variable a
tjk
Cjk
Ak

D·]
Pk

2
10
1
16
185 400
200 400
18 25
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The parameter J stands for number of operations, and 1( for number of machine
types.
To compare the differences between heuristic results and optimal solutions, define

where index i represents ith combination of (1(, J), and

h

stands for

hth

run under

ith

combination. H Sih is the heuristic result of hth run under ith combination. Similarily

OPTih is the corresponding optimal solution.
Since we computed the lower bounds of optimal solutions by relaxing the integer
constraints in the model IP!, another two quantities are also defined to measure the
differences between the optimal solution, heuristic result, and the LP lower bound.
Define
DOL

=

OPT-LB
LB
x 100%

and
DHL

Note that for

ith

=

HS-LB
LB
x 100%

combination of (1(, J), we make five test runs, then calculate the

'!r
DiOH
average d lUerence

= ~5
L.Jh=l Dih
OH /5 •

Weobt'
"1 ar way.
am DiOL an d Di'
HL m a sImI

For each combination i, the CPU times for both heuristic and optimal algorithm are
also averages taken over five test runs. All the computational results are listed in the
Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5'. Test Results for Model IPt., Heuristic and LP Bound
CPU time (in sec.)
Test No J( J
DOH DOL DilL
Heuristic OPT solution
.06
1.5 0.67 2.17
1
5 5
.01
.46
.01
1.68 0.83 2.57
2
5 10
.55
0.8 0.76 1.56
3
5 25
.02
4
.42
0.9 0.92 1.82
5 50
.08
.21
2.9
1.22 4.12
5
10 10
.01
2.1
45
1.4
0.7
6
10 25
.04
10 50
98
1.2 0.82 2.02
7
.09
10 80
.24
169
1.4 1.03 2.43
8
25 25
701
3.3 0.84 4.14
.05
9
10
25 50
3.1
0.79 3.98
.30
973
11
25 80
1496
1.5 0.68 2.18
.63
5042
3.2 1.28 4.48
12
.57
30 80
The results indicated that the transportation heuristic works very well. It found
optimal solutions in 5% of the tests(3 out of 60 runs). The grand average difference

DOH =

E~;l

DhH/12 = 1.91, that is, the average deviation of heuristic solution

from optimal solution is 1.91% of optimal results. On the average, the optimal
solution is also very close to the LP lower bound (DOL

= E:;1 DhL/12 = 0.88).

The

heuristic also works much faster than the optimal solution procedure (solving the
integer models). The results also show that even problems of considerable size can
be solved to optimality efficiently through our integer model by using some standard
package such as Cplex.
Since the cost data are randomly generated from uniform distributions, we can
easily compute the coefficient of variation Cv for fixed machine cost. Cv reflects the
degree of variability in machine cost (we used Cv = 0.2 for all test runs in Table 5.5).
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By changing the level of Cv , we can see how the performance of the transportation
heuristic is affected by the cost structure. For each level of Cv , we run five tests, then
calculate the average difference

DOH

and plotted in Figure 5.2 (only for

and

DOH,

plot, the maximum, minimum, as well

~

DOL.

The results are given in Table 5.6,

note that

Do

=

DOH

in the plot). In the

average difference values are given for each

level of Cv '
Table 5 6 Effiec t
Test No
1
2
3
4
5

0f

VarIa
. bTt
. Mach'ne
Cost
1 1 ~y In
1
Cv DOH DOL %
0.04 1.17
0.84
1.26
0.20 3.58
2.89
0.41 4.07
3.27
0.59 6.05
4.31
0.91 9.12

Oa
9.0

B.O
7.0

",

6.0
5.0

.......... "

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

,
,,

.,."

".
"

,,•
,•
,
,
••

,,•
,, ,

~,'

0.0

0.6

Cv

Figure 5.2: Effect of Variability in Machine Cost(I(

= 10, J = 10)
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From the plot, we can see that as the variability in machine cost increases, the
average difference between the heuristic results and optimal solutions also increases

(DOH becomes larger), hence the performance of the heuristic becomes worse.
Finally, we also tested the model IP2 with Cplex Optimizer to compare the computational time between model IPl and IP2. In each test, we made five runs for
each model, then took the average of CPU times. The results are given in Table 5.7.

.

Tabl e 57 : Compu t at'JOnaI T'Ime £or IP2 an d IPl
Test No K J CPU sec.(IPl} CPU sec.(IP2}
1
5
0.07
0.15
5
2
0.25
5 10
1.59
10 10
0.41
3
7.98
10 15
4.95
4
31.20
10 20
20.72
88.30
5

According to the table, the computational time for IP2 is slightly different from
that of IPl. On the average, it took longer time to solve model IP2 than IPl.

5.6.2

Computational results for IP2, heuristic GH, MIH and SAH

In this section, we first present the test results on model IP2, greedy heuristic(GH), and minimum increment heuristic(MIH) .. Twenty problems are randomly
generated for the test. All problems have the same size in terms of part types,
operations and machine types involved, (two part types, 30 operations, and 20
machine types).
Ak

U(100,250};

The ranges for randomly generated cost/time parameters are
Vpjk

U(I, 16};

tpjk

U(2,10); bpk U(0.5,4}.
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Two quantities are defined as performance measures of heuristic GH and MIH, in
comparison to the optimal solution IP2:

DOG = CGHC- COPt
Opt

X

- COPt
DOM = CMIH
C
Opt

X

1000'1

10

1000'1

10

Twenty test runs have been made, and the average results (CPU time and average
deviation from optimality) are listed in Table 5.8.
. 1 SIt'
. t'IC GH , MIH
o u Ion IP2 , an dH euns
Table 5 8: C·ompanson 0 f 0'p t'lmla
IP2 Cpu. GH Cpu. MIH Cpu. DOG(%) DOM(%)
5.86
152
0.011
3.73
7.47

According to Table 5.8, the two heuristic procedures work much more faster than
optimal algorithm(IP2). On the average, the solution given by heuristic GH is no
worse than 5.86% of optimal solution. The average deviation of heuristic solution
given by MIH is 7.47% of optimal result.
In addition to the experiment mentioned before, we also investigate the effects
of changing cost structures on the performances of three heuristic methods with
respect to optimal solutions. A 23 experiment was designed for this purpose. Three
factors are investigated: A

=

Ak , B

= Vpjk

and C

= bpk.

We vary these factors

systematically at two extreme levels: high level and low level, then observe their
effects on the performances of the heuristics (measured by average DOG, DOM). The
parameter ranges at two levels are given in Table 5.9.
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Table 5 9: P arametRa
er n es £or the E xpen'ments
Level
Low
High
U(50, 100) U(6500, 12000)
A
B
U(O.l, 1.0)
U(2, 16)
U(O.l,
1.0)
C
U(2, 10)
The results of our 23 experiment are listed in Table 5.10. Note that the values
under the column title "GH", "MIH" and "SAH" are treatment totals corresponding
to each of the treatment combinations. For each treatment combination, five replications/runs are tested. For example, under treatment b, both A}; and bp}; are low, but
Vp;};

DOG

is high, the treatment total for heuristic GH is 23.5, which means the average
equals to 23.5/5 = 4.05%. Similarily, the average

DOM

= 32.3/5 = 6.5%. Note

that we also give the results of simulated annealing heuristic (SAH) in Table 5.10.
A quantity Dos is defined similar to

DOG

and

DOM,

and used as a measure for the

deviation of SAH result from optimal solution. The parameter setting for SAH is

Co = 3500, a = 0.993,

f

= 0.1. The run time is 160 seconds (on a 386PC).

Table 5.10: Results of 2 3 Experiment
Trt. No A B c GH(%) MIH(%) SAH(%)
(1)
64.2
16.7
- - - 102
a
25.4
96
13.6
+ - b
32.3
14.9
- + - 23.5
ab
91.3
12.8
+ + - 40.1
c
74.4
17.1
- - + 87.6
ac
27.9
92
13.3
+ - +
be
16.4
16
- + + 49.3
abc
100.1
15.6
+ + + 41.1
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According to Table 5.10, we have computed the main effects for all three factors,
and listed them in Table 5.11. (see Montgomery [33]).
Table~""-'-.L...I..l~..u..",o~~~=--~~~c.tors

Factors

From Table 5.11, machine cost

AI.

affects heurictic GH and MIH but in opposite

directions. When AI. increases, average

DOG

tends to decrease, but average

DOM

Increases. With large AI. values, the MIH begins by selecting machines with low
fixed cost. As operations are added at successive iterations and machine utilization
increases, we are constrained to retain these machines even if they have high variable
cost. Production cost
both

DOG

and

DOM

Vpjk

also affect heuristic GH and MIH, when

Vpjk

is high,

will probably perform better. The effect of bpI. on all heuristics

seems not significant. The experiment also shows that all three factors do not affect
heuristic SAH significantly.
To see how much improvement can be achieved by using simulated annealing,
we compared the results provided by heuristic SAH, and MIH solutions. All SAH
runs started with a feasible solution obtained by MIH. Note that Table 5.12 only
gives experimental results for cost structure with A high, B high, and C high. The
improvements for other cases are similar.
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Table 5.12: SimuIated Annearmg
Test No. Dos
0.044
1
0.031
2
0.027
3
0.014
4
0.042
5
0.012
6
0.014
7
0.049
8
0.028
9
0.039
10
avg.
0.03

I mprovements on MIH
DOM

0.192
0.160
0.196
0.181
0.145
0.115
0.152
0.206
0.195
0.201
0.19

A substantial amount of improvement has been achieved: the average difference
from 19% (MIH) drops to 3% (SAH).

5.7

Conclusion

We have studied the problem of forming a general GT cell according to operation
requirements. A similarity coefficient defined in terms of operations is used to group
parts into independent families. The machine set associated with a part family can
be determined optimally through solving an integer model, or by a heuristic based on
a transportation model. The performance of the heuristic has been good as opposed
to the optimal solutions given by the integer model IPI. When setup/material
handling cost is present, model IP2 gives better solution, but it also seems to cost
more computational time. A greedy heuristic and a minimum increment procedure
can be used to solve the extended problem more efficiently. Changing cost structure
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does affect the performance of these heuristic procedures. But their performances
can be improved substantially by a

simulat~d

annealing algorithm. The methods

proposed in this chapter can be used as an initial analysis for the caSes where parts
have alternative process plans and are grouped together based on similar operational
characteristics. Production cost,

machin~

cost, part/machine dependent setup and

material handling costs are primary concerns in the machine group selection of cell
formation process.
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CHAPTER 6
Integrated Solution Approach

In this chapter, we discuss several improvements on the algorithms developed so
far in this study for cell formation problem. First we propose a simulated annealing
heuristic for the general cell formation problem. Two different approaches regarding
the generation of neighbors are discussed and compared through experiments. In the
second section, a similarity coefficient which combines the consideration of operation
requirements and machine options. By incorporating machine option consideration
into part family formation, the coefficient increases the chances of machine-sharing
in a cell. The third part of this chapter will discuss a modification to the sequential
algorithm developed in Chapter 5, and present a progressive version of the method
based on Group Technology concept. Finally, in the last section, a modified BinPacking heuristic is proposed to handle the exceptional parts which commonly appear
in the cell formation process.
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6.1

A Simulated Annealing Heuristic for General Cell Formation Problem

In Chapter 3, we have proposed a complicated mathematical program model for
the general cell formation problem. It is a large combinatorial optimization problem
beyond the capability of most current solution procedures except for very small problem sizes. To attack the problem, we have used a sequential approach in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5. We decompose the general cell formation problem into simpler, more
computationally tractable subproblems. Algorithms and heuristics are then developed to solve these smaller problems. These methods usually suffer from the fact
that they are only applicable to the particular decomposed subproblems for which
they are designed. The result obtained by these tailored algorithms may not guarantee that the final configurations for overall cell formation problem are close to
globally optimal ones. A generic approximation algorithm with asymptotic convergence will be useful to find near-optimal configuration for the general cell formation
problem. Simulated Annealing (SA) is such a generally applicable approximation
algorithm [41]. We have, in fact, used simulated annealing in Chapter 5 to select a
near-optimal machine group for a cell with given operations.
For the general cell formation problem, we define a neighbor as a complete specification of parts assignment (to cells),

operati~ns

assignment (to cells and machine

types), and machines assignment (to operations and cells). It can be represented by
a multi-dimensional vector containing the parts in each cell and a machine type for
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each operation. To generate a neighbor in each iteration, we first randomly pick a
cell, then randomly choose a part type in that cell. Next we randomly select an operation of that part, and assign this operation randomly to another cell. Finally, we
re-assign this operation randomly to a different machine option. After this sequence
of random assignments, we have constructed a new configuration, i.e., a new neighbor
to our cell formation problem. We then evaluate the cost corresponding to the new
configuration.
Three types of costs are evaluated for the cell(s) related to new neighbor created:
variable production cost, machine cost, and material handling (intercell movement)
cost. We need to consider cost changes in (at most) two cells only. One is the cell
from which the operation is chosen, and the other is the cell to which the operation
is re-assigned. We call the first cell SourceCell and the second Target Cell. Note
that source cell and target cell can be the same cell. Intercell movement cost will
be counted in if the re-assignment of the operation generates a movement between
source and target cells.
We will use the same cooling schedule as the one used in Chapter 5.
We define the following notation:

Ck

-

Control parameter determined by a cooling schedule.

Lk - Number of neighbors generated while Ck is active.
Ik - Counter for neighbors generated when Ck is used.
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Initial solution for our problem.

Vo -

v - Current solution vector.
v' -

New neighbor generated.

v* -

Current best solution.

J(v) -

Cost function of using v.

The simulated annealing heuristic starts with an initial solution Vo, and randomly
/
generates a neighbor v' in each iteration. If J(v )

< J(v) then accept v', otherwise

/
accept v' with a probability that depends on [(f(v ) - J(v))/Ck ]. The formal state-

ment of the heuristic is given below:

Simulated Annealing Heuristic (SAH)

1. Randomly generate an initial feasible solution Vo.

2. Initialize: set v

= v* = Vo, k = 1, Ik = O.

3. Based on v, randomly ge~erate a neighbor v'.
/
4. Evaluate cost J(v ).
/
5. If J(v ) < J(v), accept v' by replacing v with v'. Update current best solution
/

v* if J(v )

< J(v*). Go to step 6.

/
6. If J(v ) > J(v), accept v' with probability Exp((J(v) - J(V/»/Ck ).
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7. If Ik

= Lk then increment k by 1, go to step 7, else set Ik = Ik + 1, go to step

3.
8. Update Ck, check termination criterion, if it is met, stop, v* is the solution,
else reset

h = 0 and go to step 3.

We now consider a second approach in generating neighbors for simulated annealing experiments. From Chapter 5, we know that for a given part family, the machine
group selection problem can be modeled as a transportation network, and we can
solve an LP to determine the machine requirement for the cell given. We incorporate
this idea into the neighbor- generation steps of our SAR heuristic. After randomly
choosing an operation from a part and reassigning it to another cell, instead of further randomly assigning it to a different machine option, we solve a transportation
problem to determine the machine requirement for the cell with the new operation
set. That is, given the new operation set (by re-assignment of operation), we set
up a transportation model(s) for the cell(s) related, solve the model(s), and use the
result of the model(s) to construct a new configuration (Le., a new neighbor) for cell
formation problem.
Based on the discussion above, we propose a modified simulated annealing heuristic (MSA) for cell formation problem. The procedure is almost the same as SAR
except step 3, which is further broken into two steps:
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1. Randomly choose a cell, randomly pick up a part from the cell. For the part

chosen, randomly select an operation, and randomly assign this operation to a
different cell.
2. Solve transportation models to determine the machine requirements of related
cells (source and target cell) co"rresponding to new operation sets, and use new
machine requirements to complete neighbor construction.
To evaluate the performance of two simulated annealing heuristics, we define a
lower bound LB:

Note that this lower bound assumes that fractional machines are used and it does
not consider intercell movement. It is a weak lower bound and can be far from the
optimal solution. The use of this lower bound only helps in terms of which heuristic
is closer approximately to the optimal solution.
We then define two quantities to measure the difference of heuristic solution relative to the lower bound:

d1 =

SA~~ LB 100%

d2 =

kfS1; LB 100%

With the above definitions,we tested the two simulated annealing heuristics, and
compared their performances to the lower bound. The test problem involves 6 part
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types, 6 operations, and 6 machine types.

All problem instances are randomly

generated with parameter ranges given in Table 6.1. The cooling schedule used is

= 3000, a = 0.995, f = 0.1.

Co

For each heuristic, we made ten test runs, then com-

pute the average difference of heuristic SAH (or MSA) relative to the lower bound
LB. The complete results are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1: P arame t er Ranges 0 f 'f,es t Problems
Parameter
Range
U(1,8)
tik
U(1,12)
Vik
U(50, 100)
Ak
D·)
U(30,60)

Table 6.2: Average Per£ormance 0 f SAH and MSA
SAH: d1 (%) MSA: d2 (%)
29.4
27.3

According to the experimental results, MSA results seem closer to optimal solution
than SAH under the given cooling schedule. On the average, the MSA solution is
27.3% different from the lower bound, while the SAH is 29.4% different from the LB.

6.2

A Similarity Coefficient that Combines Operations and Machine Options

In this section, we propose a similarity coefficient that takes both operations and
machine options into account. It has a hierachical structure. First, a measure for
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similarity between operations in terms of machine options is defined, then the similarity measure between part types is defined based on the definition of operation
similarities.
We start with a simple case. Assume that there are two operations, p and q. Let
mp

denote the set of feasible machines for operation p (define mq similarily), and m~q

be the set of common feasible machine options for p and q. If two operations have the
same set of feasible machine options, they are considered similar. A simple measure
of similarity can be defined as:
(6.1)

Formula (6.1) gives a rough measure of how close two operations are by relating
them to their feasible machine sets. Since the chances of choosing a machine type
from a set of feasible machines depend on a number of factors, a better measure will
not only compare the feasible machine sets of two operations but also indicate how
likely the two operations would choose the same machine option. To obtain such a
measure, we define work-load cost W Cpk as follows:

where

tpk

is the processing time of operation p on machine type k,

Dp

the demand

for p, Tk the available time of machine k, Ak the cost per machine type k. Note
that any variable processing cost could easily be added to the expression for W Cpk
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if such relevant costs exist. We then rank order the feasible machines of operation p
in nondecreasing order of WCp,!::

WCp[l]

:5 WCp[2] :5, ... , :5 WCp[n]

(6.2)

The lower the work-load cost of a machine, the more likely the machine will be
chosen for operation p. We define the likelihood of choosing k for operation p as:
k

= 1,2, ... , Impl

(6.3)

Based on Lpk, we propose a similarity measure for two operations p and q with
common feasible machine set

S pq --

m~q

as follows:

L1Emc

P9

L1EmpUmq

LplLql

(maX(Lpl, Lql))

2'

(6.4)

According to (6.4), 0 :5 Spq :5 1. Formula (6.4) gives the average likelihood of two
operations choosing the same machine option from their common feasible machine

Based on the similarity measure for operations, we further define a similarity
coefficient between parts. Two parts, say i and j, are considered similar if their
operations are similar in terms of choosing feasible machine options.
Consider part i and j given in Figure 6.1. Let OJ be the set of operations for part

i, and OJ the operation set for part j. Based on the similarity measure defined in
(6.4), we can compare every operation E OJ with every operation E OJ, and compute
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their similarities. Note that if OJ is a subset of OJ (and vice versa), then part i and
j should also be considered similar.

OJ

Oi

--

... ... ,-- , "
"
,....
"
" '\,.,... ...
,......
,
'
............ '
~

....

.. ....

-

Figure 6.1: Part i and j

We now propose a similarity measure for parts:

S~

Sij

of i,

Sjj

= maxi IOd'

finds and uses the most similar operation in j. It is clear that 0

(6.5)

~ Sjj ~

1.

We now use a numerical example to illustrate the use of formulas (6.2) to (6.5).
Suppose we know the operation requirements-and feasible machine options for part i
and j shown in Figure 6.1. All the input data are listed in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4.
We first compute the work-load cost WCpk'S for each feasible machine of every
operation, and rank order the machine options. Then we calculate the likelihood of
being chosen for each machine with formula (6.3). The results are shown in Table 6.5.
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e
a t a: 1'1easl'bl e Mach'me Set s an d Demands
Table 6.3 : E xamp lId
Operation Feasi ble Machine Set Demand
10
1
a, b, d
c,d
2
10
a,
b,
c
10
3
10
4
c, d, e, f
c, g
10
5
lId at a: P rocessmg Ime, Mach'me Cos t an d Capacity
Table 6.4 : Examp.e
g
Machine type a
c
d
e
f
b
Operation 1 1.3 1.5
4
Operation 2
1.2
3
Operation 3 1.2 1.4
3
1.5 2.5 4
Operation 4
1
2
Operation 5
1.5
20
15
14 10 12
20 18
Ak
100
100
100
90 100
90
100
Tk
Note that the value in the parentheses immediately following each ranked machine
type is a measure of relative likelihood calculated for that machine.
Table 6.5: Exam pIe 1: Ran k 0 rd ere d M ach'me 0'PIt'IOns an d Their Likelihoods
[2]
[3]
[4]
[1]
WCpk
Opr. 1 b(O.77) a(0.75) d(0.48)
Opr.2 c(0.65) d(0.34)
Opr.3 b(0.78) a(0.76) c(0.46)
Opr.4 c(0.83) d(0.81) e(0.71) f(0.63)
Opr.5 g(0.56) c(0.44)

The similarity measures between operations are then easily computed with formula
(6.4): SI3

= 0.72, SI4 = 0.11, SIS = 0, S23 = 0.18, S24 = 0.37, S25 = 0.34.

similarity between part i and j is calculated by formula (5) as:

Sij

= max {

0.72 + 0.37
2
'

0.72

+ 0.37 + 0.34} =
3

0.55

Finally, the
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6.3

A Progressive GT-based Greedy Heuristic

In this section, we propose a Group Technology based heuristic that considers part
grouping and machine selection progressively in a cell formation process. First, similarity coefficient values between parts are calculated with the formulas proposed in
the last section. Machine selection consideration is integrated into the parts grouping
process by using these formulas. Parts (in pairs) are then rank ordered based on their
similarity values. The procedure then assigns parts to cells starting with the pair of
parts having highest similarity. When assigning a pair of parts to cell(s), the procedure also determines the best machine set for this pair. The heuristic stops when
no more part to assign. In Chapter 5, parts are first grouped into independent families, machines are then selected for each part family. With this heuristic, however,
parts assignment and machine selection are done alternately in a progressive manner.
There are two advantages of this heuristic: (1) It uses a similarity coefficient that
integrates machine selection consideration into parts grouping; (2) It gives priority
to the parts with high similarities when assigning machines to parts, hence results in
a more reasonable resource allocation, especially if bottleneck machines exist.
Some additional notation is first defined:

L(a) -An array of N elements, a = 1,2, ... , N.
A -Index set for cells created.
P>. -Set of part types grouped in cell A.
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Td -Threshold value for part similarity.
-Cost of merging part i jnto existing cells.

mj

Vi -Machine set selected for part i.
VPA

-Current machine set of cell P>.,.

A Progressive GT-based Greedy Heuristic

1. Compute similarity coefficient between parts with the formulas proposed in the

last section, sort

8jj

values in non-increasing order, and store them in the list

L[a] such that:
L[l]
2. Initialize: set a

~

L[2]

~

L[3]

~

... > L[N]

= 1, ..\ = 0, A = t/J, and choose Td.

3. Choose L[a], and L[a]

~

Td.

4. Check if i (or j, but not both) E P>." for some ..\ EA.
5. If there exist ..\ such that i (or j) E P>., (which means i has been selected/marked)
then call JOIN subroutine to add part j (or i) to cell P>.,; mark j (or i) selected,
set a = a + 1, go to step 3.
6. If both i and j have been selected, skip this value L[a], set a = a + 1, go to step

3.
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7. If there is no ,x E A such that i or j E P>. (both i and j are not marked), create
a new cell start with {i,j}, set ,x = ,x + 1, A = A U {,x}, mark i and j selected,
8. If, at step 5, j (or i) can not join the cell P>. since IP>. U {j} I > M u , then create
a new cell starting with j (or i), mark j selected, set ,x
a

= ,x + 1, A = A u {,x},

= a + 1, go to step 3.

9. If at step 3, L[a]

= Sjj < Td , then we try to assign the part(s) to some existing

cel1(s), but trade-off has to be made between the cost of creating a cell Eg and
the cost of merging the part mj:
(a) If both i and j have been selected, skip, a = a + 1, go to step 3;
(b) If i (or j) is not selected, check if can merge i into some existing cell(s): if
mj

< Eg then merge the part, else leave part i (or j) alone, set

a = a + 1,

goto step 9.
(c) If both i and j are not selected, try to merge them into some existing
ceU(s) (as in step 9(b». If can not merge, leave the part(s) alone, set
a = a + 1, goto step 9.

10. When all parts have been marked, we may have a set of parts left that are
dissimilar to each other

(Sjj

< Td ), and can not be merged into other existing

cells. We call these parts exceptional parts. The last step of our heuristic is
to call a Bin-packing procedure to group these exceptional parts into cells (see
Section 6.4).
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6.3.1

Join Subroutine

The Join subroutine is designed to find the best machine set for a set of part
types according to its operations requirement and expected demand. The problem is
modeled as a transportation network, as shown in the Figure 6.2. The detailed
algorithm is given as follows.
1. Solve a transportation problem to find the best machine set for a part i,

Vi,

and assign the operations of i to machines.
2. If Vi n Vp~

f. <p, then merge the machine requirements, let Vi' be the net machine

requirement.
3. If IVp~ U Vi' I > A1u , stop, return CANNOT MERGE message, else go to step 4.
4. Update the cell capacity: Vp~ = Vp~ U Vi', and machine availabilities.

k

j

Figure 6.2: Transportation Network Model
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The transportation model is a linear programming (LP) model as follows:
min

L: L: Cjk X jk
j

k

Subject to

Xjk ~

where

Cjk

= tjk( Vjk + Ak/Tk),

operation j to machine k.
and machine cost

Cjk

0 Vj,k

it is the cost of "shipping" one unit production from
consists of two parts: variable production cost

tjkAk/Tk. Mk

tjkVjk,

is the total capacity of machine type k in terms of

production units.
By solving this LP model, we obtain the optimal solution xlk's, and then use them
to compute machine requirement:

6.3.2

Merge Subroutine

Merge-Subroutine assigns a part to existing cell(s), and computes the cost of
merging. It uses a largest-slack-capacity-first rule to determine the cells to which
the part should be assigned. The procedure calculates merging cost if the part has
to be assigned to more than one cells. We assume that the unit cost for moving a
part i between cells is a constant, then the merging cost

mj

is just the sum of the
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products of this unit cost times the number of loads moved over all possible pairs of
cells on which the transfer of part type i occur.
Let rj be the machine requirement of part i, and r~ the unassigned machine requirement of part i. We present the merging procedure as follows:
1. Determine the machine requirement of part i, rio Initialize r~

= ri, and mj = o.

2. Check the slack capacities of all existing cells, identify cell 9 which has largest
slack capacity.
3. Assign part i to cell 9 (assign as much as possible the unassigned machine
requirement

r; to cell g). If lVi' U Vppl :5 M

4. Update unassigned machine requirement

u,

r;

stop; else goto step 4.

and merging cost

mi,

if mj

> Bg ,

stop, return BETTER NOT MERGE message; else goto step 2.

6.3.3

A Numerical Example

In this section, we apply our integrated GT heuristic to a numerical example. The
problem is taken from a paper by Choobineh (1988). All the original data are given
in Table 6.6 and 6.7. Ten parts, nine operations and five machine types are involved
in this example. Note that we have assumed that the variable production cost is
directly proportional to the processing time.
For illustration purpose, we will start the heuristic, and work out the steps for
creating the first cell.
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I,

Table 6.6' Processing time t .. and
P 0 1 2 3 4 5
1
1 2 6
2
3 5
2
2 2 1
3
4
6 5 4
2
5
6
9
7
8
3
9
10
6

demand D·1 for the Example
6 7 8 9 D·
10
20
10
1
30
40
8
4
15
5 1 4 20
3 7
15
1
18
5
1 1
19

,

t an d
Ta bl e 67 : R a t'mg f ac t or, mach'me cos,
2 3 4
k z 1
5
6
7
1
1.1
1
1.3
2
1
1.2 1.1
1 1.3
3
1 1.4
1
1.2
4
1 1.4 2
1.3
1.1
1
5
To start, we compute the similarity coefficients

Si/S

T,k £or th e Examp.Ie
8 9 Ck Tk
1 98 230
1 80 200
1 1 98 280
1.5 1 89 270
1 1 95 290

using the formulas developed

in the last section, the results are listed in Table 6.8.
We then sort th

Sij'S

in non-increasing order, and save them in Table 6.9.
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Part
Type
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

-

Table 6.8: Similarity Coefficient Matrix (L = 2)
2
7
3
4
6
8
9
5
0.91

-

0.91
0.78

0.72
0.72
0.92

-

-

0.41
0.64
0.67
0.79

-

0.33
0.28
0.31
0.94
0.60

-

0.43
0.44
0.38
0.55
0.45
,0.44

-

0.39
0.40
0.27
0.43
0.46
0.45
0.99

-

0.34
0.33
0.38
0.63
0.40
0.66
0.74
0.68

-

10
0.28
0.31
0.33
0.83
0.41
0.67
0.90
0.98
0.81

-

Table 6.9: List L[a] (sorted Si/S)
a 8ij Value (L[a))
1 878
0.99
2 8810
0.98
3 846
0.94
4 834
0.92
5 812
0.91
6 813
0.91
7 8710
0.90

.
.

.

.

45

838

0.27

.

.
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We choose a threshold value Td

= 0.70,

set counter a

= 1.

Since L[a]

= 878 =

0.99 > Td, proceed: Both part 7 and 8 are not selected, hence create a new cell with
part 7 and 8. Use transportation heuristic to find machine requirement (both types
and capacities) for parts 7 and 8, that is, set A = 1, PI

= {7,8}, and set A = Au A.

For part 7, solve the following:

mm. 300xn

+ 6.9x12 + 300X13 + 10.33x14 + 5.33xlS + 300X21 + 300X22 + 1.35x23

+ 1.83x24 + 1.33x2s + 4.43x31 + 4.4X32 + 4.35x33 + 4.33x34 + 4.33x3S
subject to

Xu

+ X12 + X13 + X14 + XIS ~ 20

Xu

+ X21 + X31

X12

+ X22 + X32 ~ 200

X13

+ X23 + X33 ~ 200

X14

+ X24 + X34

~

200

XIS + X2S + X3S

~

200

Xjk

We got XIS

~

0,

~

200

\/j, k

= X2S = X3S = 20, all other Xjk'S = O.
Zs

So

= L tjsxjs/Ts = 0.69
j
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For part 8, solve the following:
mm. 300xu
300X21

subj~ct

+

4.3x12

+ 300X13 + 6.33x14 + 3.33xlS +

+ 300X22 + 7.35x23 + 10.83x24 + 7.33x2S

to

Xu + X12

+ X13 + X14 + X1S ~ 15

Xu

+ X21 :5 100

X12

+ X22 :5 100

X13

+ X23 :5 100

X14

+ X24 :5 100

XIS + X2S :5 100
Xjk ~

0,

The results are X1S = X2S = 15, all other

'Vj, k
Xjk'S

= O. Hence Zs = 0.51.

The machine requirement for this new cell P1 is then computed as

VPl

= {ms =

0.69 + 0.51 = 1.2}.
Set a = a

+ 1, and repeat

the algorithm again.

We skip the rest of the steps and present the final solution to this problem, which
is listed in Table 6.10.
The total cost is $3459.
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.

o u IOn £or th e Empie
xa
Table 610
. P rogressIve GT HeUrIS. t'IC SIt'
Machine
Requirement
Parts
in
cell
Cell
Cl 7, 8, 9, 10
m4 = 1, ms = 2
3, 4, 5, 6
C2
ml = 1,m2 = 3,m3 = 1,m4 = 1
1,2
C3
ml = 1,m2 = 1,m3 = 1
We solved the problem with sequential algorithms developed in Chapter 5, and
listed the result in Table 6.11 to compare it with the integrated heuristic solution.
Note that the total cost for two-phase algorithm is $3743.
Ia roce dures
T a bl e 611 : R esuIt f rom Sequen t'IP
Machine Requirement
Cell Parts in cell
1,
2,
3
Cl
ml = 1,m2 = 1,m3 = 1
C2
4, 5, 6
ml = 1,m2 = 3,m3 = 1,m4 = 1
7, 8, 10
C3
m4 = 1, ms = 2
C4
9
m4 = 1, ms = 1

We also compute a lower bound for the same problem with LP relaxation which
gives a total cost of $3216.

6.4

A Modified Bin-Packing Heuristic for Handling Exceptional Parts

According to our earlier discussion, exceptional parts are those parts that are
dissimilar

(Sij

< Td, Vj), and can not be merged into existing cells. We may assume

that the machine requirements of these parts are determined independently (the
possibility of machine sharing with other part types is ignorable). One reasonable
approach for handling these parts is to group them into as few independent cells as
possible. The problem can formally be stated as: given a set of exceptional parts,
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Pe

= {I, 2, ... , n}, each part i has a machine requirement rj, partition Pe into disjoint

subsets

P;, P;, ... ,P!

such that the sum of machine requirements in each cell

P:

does not exceed the upper cell limit Mu and such that 9 (number of cells) is as
small as possible. Note that rj is defined, in this section, as the working space (e.g.,
measured in squared foot) needed to accomodate all the machines required by part i.
Apparently,

ri

= Ek Wk, where Wk

is the working space required by a machine type

k that is selected for producing part type i.
Mathematically, our problem can be stated as follows:

mzn

Ng

Subject to:

E Xigri :5 Mu

Vg

i

EXig

~ 1

Vi

9

Xig

Ng

E {O, I}
~

Vi,g

Oand integer

where N g is the total number of cells opened,

Xig

equals one if part i is assigned to

cell g, and zero otherwise. The first constraints enforce the cell limit, and the second
constraints ensure that each exceptional part be assigned to at least one cell(s). The
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third constranints restrict each part to be assigned to more than total number of cells
opened.
Apparently, our problem is equivalent to a bin-packing problem [19]. Since binpacking problem is N P hard in strong sense [19], research efforts have been devoted to
developping approximation algorithms. One good approximation algorithm is called

First Fit Decreasing [21]. It is polynomially bounded and proven to be no worse than
22% off the optimal solution [23]. We modify the FFD algorithm, and propose a
heuristic for our exceptional parts grouping problem.
A simple lower bound can be calculated for evaluating the heuristic performance
in terms of the number of exceptional cells created. Let this lower bound be LBo,
then

Let Rg be the remaining space in an open cell g, we propose our modified Binpacking heuristic as follows:

Modified Bin-packing Heuristic (MBH)
1. Compute machine requirement ri,

VPi E Pe •

2. Rank order ri's such that
rIll 2:: r[2] 2:: ...... 2::

3. Initialize: set i

= 1, Ng = 1, RN = Mu.
g

T[n]
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4. set 9 = 1,

(*) while 9 :5 N g do
if Rg ~ r[i] then goto step 5;
else set 9 = 9 + 1 and goto step (*).
5. Place part

i = i

P[i]

in cell g, update remaining space of the cell: Rg

r[a1' set

+ 1, goto step 4.

6. If, at step 4, no cell can accomodate

Ng

= Rg -

P[i]

and i :5 n, then open a new cell: set

= Ng + 1, RN = Mu , goto step 5.
g

7. When all exceptional parts have been assigned, check:
(a) if Ng

= LBo, the result is optimal, stop;

(b) else find the most underutilized cell Gmin, compute space-requirement Wk
for each machine k in Gmin, identify Wmax = maxk(Wk,
1.

Vk E G min ).

If Wmax can not fit into any other exceptional cell, stop, no improvement can be made.

ii. Else compute the cost of merging Gmin, mG. If mG

< Bg

then merge

Gmin, else keep the cell remained.

We now apply MBH to a simple example for illustration. There are ten exceptional
parts, the machine requirement ri's are computed and listed in Table 6.12. The upper
limit A1u

= 1600jt 2 • The lower bound is LBo = r3447/16001 = 3.
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. .

T a ble 6 12 Da t a t or E xampJIe
z ri Sorted ri r[ll
1 246
602
r1
2 357
586
r4
470
3 105
rs
rg
4 586
389
98
357
5
r2
338
6 338
rs
7 602
246
rl
8 470
233
rIO
9 389
105
r3
10 233
98
rs

First, we sort the machine requirement ri's in nonincreasing order (see Table 6.12).
Then starting with the largest ri, repeatly assign parts to an open cell if the cell has
enough slack capacity, and update the remaining capacity of the cell. We use symbol
-I-

to indicate that a part can be assigned to an open cell, and symbol

-f+

to mean

that a part can not be assigned to a cell since the cell does not have the enough
capacity to accomodate the part.
The assignment and updating steps are listed below:
1. r7 ~ C},

SCI

= 1600 - 602.= 998.

2. r4 ~ Ct,

SCI

= 998 - 586

4. rg ~ Ct,

SCI

= 412 - 389 = 23.

= 412.
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8. rIO

10. rs

f+

C1

f+ C2 , open

f+ C1 f+

C2

-.

C3 ,

C3 , rIO -. C3 ,

SC3

= 1367 -

SC3

98

= 1600 - 233 = 1367.

= 1269.

Since all parts have been assigned, and the number of exceptional cells created
is equal to the lower bound LBo, we stop the procedure. The resultant solution is
optimal, and listed in Table 6.13.
'Iabl e 6 13 : Sit'
o u Ion t 0 the Examp.e
Cell No. Parts contained Slack capacity (ft 2 )
23
C1
r7, r4, rg
84
C2
rs, r2, r6, r}, r3
1269
C3
rIO, rs
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Suggestions

General cell formation based on operation requirement and machine capability has
been investigated in this dissertation. First, an operation sequence based method is
proposed for forming independent flow-line cells. Constructive algorithms are developed to group parts into families according to their similarities in operation sequences.
An implicit enumeration algorithm, a shortest path model with node-augmentation,
and a greedy heuristic are proposed to identify the optimal machine sequence and
capacity requirement in a cell. Cost, alternative machines and utilization are incorporated into the method. The shortest path model is capable of finding optimal
operation assignments and therefore optimal machine selection for problems of realistic size given the part family.
Second, the formation of independent general GT cells based on operation types
and machine capability is studied. Parts are grouped together if they require similar
operations. Since there is no sequence constraint on choosing machines for a part
family, machine groups are selected based on manufacturing economics, machine
utilization and operational capabilities. Integer models are proposed for the optimal
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solution of machine group selection problem, and they can be solved by standard
packages such as Cplex for problems with moderate size. The special structure of
the problem also enables the development of more efficient heuristic procedures. A
transportation model based heuristic is used to identify good feasible solutions quickly
for simple cost structure. Three heuristics, including a rank-ordering greedy heuristic
(GH), a minimum increment heuristic (MIH), and a simulated annealing heuristic
(SAH), have been developed for problems with setup cost and intra-cell material
handling cost.
Finally, several improvements have been suggested for the methods developed
earlier in the study.
1. A simulated annealing heuristic has been developed to attack the general cell

formation problem. Two ways of constructing neighbors are presented and
compared.
2. A similarity coefficient combining operation requirement and machine options is
proposed. It takes into account the work-load cost of operations and considers
the likelihood of operations choosing the same machine option.
3. A procedure based on GT and the results of Chapter 5 is developed. Parts are
grouped and machines assigned progressively. The procedure allocates machine
resources in a more reasonable manner: it gives priority to those parts which
are most similar to each other.
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4. A modified Bin-packing heuristic is proposed to handle exceptional parts which
commonly exist in practice.
There exist situations in reality where some parts desire flow-line cells while others
do not. Even for the parts in the same family, some of their operations follow the
same sequence, while the others require different processing order. How "do we handle
the situation based on the methods proposed in this dissertation? Although it is
impossible to include a detailed study in this dissertation, a brief discussion is given
here.

It is reasonable to design cellular manufacturing systems in which some cells follow
flow-line pattern while others do not. In this situation, we can form cells with different
layout based on our study. There are two types of parts in general, those with similar
operation sequences, and those with dissimilar operation sequences (dissimilar in the
sense that their operation sequences are different from any other part). It is preferable
to group those with similar operation sequence into cells of flow-line layout, and those
with dissimilar sequences into cells of general layout.

It is also possible the parts in a family have a similar flow direction in general, but
do not exactly follow the same flow-line sequence. They may have a common subset
of operations following the same sequence, while the rest of the operations have very
different processing orders. For example, consider part PI and P2 with the following
operation sequences respectively:
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PI:

(a,b,c,d,e)

P2:

(a, b, d, c, e)

Apparently, operations a, b, and e follow the same sequence for both parts, but
operations c and d have different processing order in two operation sequences. If
we use a flow-line cell for both parts, the composite operation sequence would be

(a, b, c, d, c, e) or (a, b, d, c, d, e). Let mj denote the machine option chosen for operation j, then a machine sequence for flow-line layout could be:

Figure 7.1: Simple flow-line machine sequence for PI and P2

By allowing materials to move freely between me and md, a different layout can be
obtained (see Figure 7.2). This configuration combines flow-line layout and general
layout of machines.

Figure 7.2: Combined layout for PI and P2

With this combined layout, parts may share machines and thus increase machine
utilization.
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In the second layout, if we think machine option me and md together as one
pseudo-machine option, say Med, then the layout is an exact flow-line (see Figure
7.3).

Figure 7.3: Flow-line layout with pseudo-machine option

From this observation, we can develop some procedures that modify/refine the
methods proposed in previous chapters for more complicated situations. In general,
for all parts grouped in a family, we can further classify their operations as those
common and following the exact same sequence, and those having different order (or
not common in type). For each subset of operations falling into the second category
(dissimilar in processing order or type), we use a pseudo-operation node to represent
it, and construct a general flow-line cell: for the subset with the same sequence, use
the methods developed in Chapter 4 to identify the corresponding machine sequence
and capacity requirement; for each pseudo-operation, use the algorithms proposed
in Chapter 5 to find the best I1).achine group associated. Finally, the combination of
these subsolutions provides a solution to the formation of the whole cell. Since we
ignore the interactions between subsolutions, this construction procedure may not
guarantee an optimal solution. But it does provide us with more alternative feasible
solutions, and we can compare these with others to identify the best feasible solution
to the cell formation problem.
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The methodology proposed in this dissertation essentially adopts a sequential
approach to cell formation problem. One drawback of this sequential approach is
that it separates the interrelated stages of cell formation, and ignores the interactions
between decomposed subproblems. The solutions may be optimal for subproblems
but they do not necessarily construct a global optimal solution to the general cell
formation problem. There are, however, important interactions between part family
formation and machine group selection in a cell formation process. These interactions
can help designers identify better trade-offs when making a decision. This is especially
important when capacity constraints have to be imposed.
Future research in cell formation should give more attention to the integration of
part family formation and machine group selection. By considering the two problems
simultaneously, information can be more efficiently utilized to obtain better trade-offs
in the decision-making process of cell formation.
The main difficulty for developing an integrated method probably lies in computational efficiency of the solution ·procedure. Mathematical programming models have
been proposed to formulate general cell formation problems, but they are computationally intractable and beyond the capability of most current packages. The effort
should be directed to more efficient heuristics that utilize the special structure of the
general cell formation problem.
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Appendix A
Find Heuristic Partial Total Cost Bounds H PC;
Define the following terms:
f; - Fractional part of t:..jo;

Ok - Minimal incremental cost for operation k > j.
The procedure is given as follows:
1. Find incremental machine requirement( t:..ik ) for each column k

> j if option

i is selected. Note that £lik is given by the input data except for the option i

at j

+ 1 that

possibly matches the machine selected for operation j. For this

option (and in future operations for which this machine type is feasible) we
subtract the max{O,t:..jo}. In summary,
'f . = mk_l
0

1 Z

otherwise
2. Find minimum incremental machine cost

3. Find Heuristic Partial Total Cost:
L

HPC; =

:L
k=;+l

Ok
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Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 4.5
Add the following definitions (see Figure 4.5):

S;j - optimal partial machine sequence for operations j

+ 1 to L with cost M PC;;

Nij - number of additional type i machines required at column j in the optimal
partial sequence S;j (accounting for possible carryover of capacity from j);

Nt - total number of machine type i needed in S;j' accounting for possible carryover
of capacity from operation j;

Jpj - set of machine types selected in optimal partial sequence S;j;
Mj - set of machine options at column j.

Proof
We need to show that H PCj

~

AI PCj where

Total cost, AI PCj is composed of the cost of machine time actually used plus idle
time cost. However, the cost of machine time actually used must be at least as large
as the contribution to our lower bound for each stage. Algebraically,
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Appendix C

Proof of Theorem 5.1
Suppose Mp[j, 1] = Mp[l, h], if Cplh - bp1h

> Cpll,

that is,

then

Add Dptpjl(Vpjl

+ Ajt/Tjl ) + Dpb pjl to both sides of the inequality above (note that

this is a positive term, A'h

= Ajl

since Mp[j, 1]

= Mp[l, h]), and let ](1 = tpjlVpjl +

Let Zih, fih denote the integral part and fractional part of the quantity Dptpih/Tih'
the inequality above can be writen as

If fll = 0, the proof is done, otherwise we need to show
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Given fjt

+ flh > 1, hence

Since ~:::7:~ ~

that is

Q

= t, then (1 -

f,h)Ajt ~ (1 - fll)All, hence
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Appendix D
Proof of Theorem 5.2

(1). First, consider the case where Mp[i, hI] ::/: Mp[j, h2 ], assume that

Aihl ~ Ajh2

for

that is

Since

fil

+ hI

~ 1, and fih17!jh2 not all zeros, it must be true that

r

fil

+ hll <

Since the left hand side of the inequality is just C(mL mil, and the right hand part

Since

Cpil

+ Cpjl -

bpi! ~ Cpih 1

+ Cpjh2 -

bpihl'

use

B I , B2

as defined before, let

B3

=
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that is

Since fiI

+ fiI

::; 1, fihll !;h2 not all zeros, it must be true that

therefore

Note that the left hand side of the inequality above is just C(ml, m{), and the right
hand side equals C(m~J,mt), hence
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